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TUESDAY POSTERS 
TP 579 Characterization of Liquid Chromatography Strategies 
to Separate Intact Proteins and its Application to Top-
Down Proteomics; Timothy S Collier; David C Muddiman; 
D.  Keith Williams, Jr; Adam M Hawkridge; G. Ryan  
Georgianna; Gary A Payne; North Carolina State University, 
Raleigh, NC 
TP 580 Specific Isolation of Cys-containing Peptides from Yeast 
Cell Lysates; Mark J. Raftery; Cytokine Research Unit, 
Kensington, Australia 
TP 581 Do You Think SCX Mode Is the Most Effective Ways as 
1st Dimension of 2D-LC-MS/MS Analysis for Whole 
Tissue Proteomics? Tatsuji Nakamura; Yoshiya Oda; 
Toshitaka Sato; Junro Kuromitsu; Eisai Co., Ltd., Tsukuba, 
Japan 
TP 582 A Three-Dimensional Proteomic Approach for the Study 
of Different Regions of the Rat Brain; Kristi S. Rau1; 
Annette E.  Fleckenstein2; Christina M. Markl1; Michael H.  
Simonian1; 1Beckman Coulter, Inc., Fullerton, CA; 
2University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 
TP 583 Measuring Neuropeptides in the Brain: Postmortem 
Degradation of Endogenous Peptides; Michael L Heien; 
Suresh Annangudi; Nathan Hatcher; Jonathan Sweedler; 
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 
 
 
 
WEDNESDAY POSTERS 
AMBIENT IONIZATION II 
WP 004 Desorption Electrospray Ionization - Mass Spectrometry 
(DESI-MS): Analysis of Trace Organic Contaminants on 
Glass Substrates Intended for Optical Applications; Rob 
Burkhalter; Liepin Huang; Masato Tomita; Krishna Nath; 
Corning, Inc., Corning, NY 
WP 005 Effect of Spray Plume Characteristics on Desorption and 
Ionization in DESI; Sofie P. Pasilis; Vilmos Kertesz; Gary 
J. Van Berkel; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge , 
TN 
WP 006 Mass Spectral Analysis of Vitamin D2 and D3 using 
Desorption Electrospray Ionization; Dina Justes1; George 
Haas2; Gianluca  Dimartino2; Carol Zrybko2; R. Graham 
Cooks1; 1Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN; 2Kraft 
Foods Inc., Glenview, IL 
WP 007 On-Probe Pyrolysis DESI-MS and Atmospheric Pressure 
Thermal Desorption-ESI-MS for the Analysis of Non-
Volatile and Volatile Pyrolysis Products; Franco Basile1; 
Shaofeng Zhang1; Yong-Seung Shin1; Richard  Mayer2; 
1University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY; 2USDA-ABDRL, U. 
of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 
WP 008 Amino-acids Analysis by Desorption Electrospray 
Ionization by a Quadrupolar Tandem Mass 
Spectrometer; Gaetano Corso; Giuseppe  Paglia; Daniela  
Garofalo; Oceania D'Apolito; Università di Foggia, Foggia, 
Italy 
WP 009 Rapid Spatial Mapping of Chemicals Dispersed Across 
Surfaces using an Autosampler/DART/TOFMS; Andrew 
H. Grange; G. Wayne Sovocool; U.S. EPA, ORD, 
Environmental Sciences Division, Las Vegas, NV 
WP 010 Selective Detection of Oligosaccharides using Reactive 
Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI); Hao Chen; 
Dina R. Justes; R. Graham Cooks; Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN 
WP 011 Reactive Desorption Electrospray Ionization for the 
Analysis of Cyclodextrin Host:Guest Inclusion 
Complexes; Joanna E. Barbara; Ronald K. Castellano; John 
R. Eyler; David H. Powell; University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL 
WP 012 Mechanistic Studies of Surface Effects by Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization; Santosh Soparawalla; Andre 
Venter; Graham Cooks; Purdue University Dept. of 
Chemistry, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 013 New Enclosed DESI Source for Improved Safety and Ion 
Transport and Reduced Signal Dependence on Operating 
Conditions; Andre Venter; Santosh Soparwalla; R.Graham 
Cooks; Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 014 Surface Analysis and Chemical Imaging with DESI: 
Technology-Related Challenges and Solutions; Vilmos 
Kertesz; Gary J. Van Berkel; Sofie P. Pasilis; Oak Ridge 
National Lab, Oak Ridge, TN 
WP 015 Performance Study of an Extended Length Particle 
Discriminator Interface for Desorption Electrospray 
Ionization; Gary J. Van Berkel1; Vilmos Vilmos Kertesz1; 
Bradley B. Schneider2; Thomas R. Covey2; 1Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN; 2MDS SCIEX, 
Concord, ON, Canada 
WP 016 Rapid in-vivo Analysis of Biofilms by DESI; Nari  Talaty; 
Yishu Song; Yi-ju Hsieh; Kirill Datsenko; Barry L. Wanner; 
R. Graham Cooks; Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 017 In-vivo Mass Spectrometry – Application of Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization in Surgical Environment; Zoltan 
Takats1; Reka  Skoumal3; Maria Katona2; Blanka Toth1; 
Miklos Toth3; 1Semmelweis University, Budapest, Hungary; 
2National Medical Center, Budapest, Hungary; 3Gottsegen 
National Institute of Cardiology, Budapest, Hungary 
WP 018 Analysis of Thin Layer Chromatography Plates with 
Direct Analysis in Real Time Mass Spectrometry; Julia L. 
Rummel; John R. Eyler; David H. Powell; University of 
Florida, Gainesville, FL 
WP 019 New Development of Thin Layer Chromatography / 
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry with DART; Akihiko 
Kusai1; Kiyotaka Konuma1; Mai Kobayashi1; David 
Vargas2; 1JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Japan; 2JEOL USA, Inc., 
Peabody, MA 
WP 020 Reactive Fused Droplet Electrospray Ionization Mass 
Spectrometry; Marcos N Eberlin; Yuri Eberlim Corilo; 
Rodrigo Ramos Catharino; Patricia Verardi Abdelnur; State 
University of Campinas - UNICAMP, Campinas, SP, Brazil 
WP 021 Desorption Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry 
for Rapid and Direct Detection of Low Vapor Pressure 
Chemical and Biological Threat Agent Simulants; Nathan 
A. Hagan; Miquel D. Antoine; Timothy J. Cornish; Timothy 
P. Lippa; Alan F. Becknell; Plamen A. Demirev; JHU 
Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD 
WP 022 DESI-MS of Intact Bacteria: Application to 
Microorganism Profile-Based and Biomarker-Based 
Biodetection; Yong-Seung Shin1; Richard  Mayer2; Franco 
Basile1; 1University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY; 2USDA -
ABDRL U. of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 
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IONIZATION MECHANISMS 
WP 023 Positive and Negative Ion Yields in Matrix-Assisted 
Laser Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Maxim 
Dashtiev1; Esther Wäfler1; Michael Gorshkov2; Franz 
Hillenkamp3; Ullrich Roehling3; Renato Zenobi1; 1ETH 
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; 2Institute for Energy Problems 
of Chemical Physics, Moscow, Russia; 3Institute of Medical 
Physics and Biophysics, Münster, Germany 
WP 024 Investigating Fragmentation Mechanisms of 
Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization using a 
Homebuilt Portable Rectilinear Ion Trap Mass 
Spectrometer; Nathaniel Sanders; Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN 
WP 025 Dissecting the Role of Matrix Functional Groups for a 
High-performance MALDI Matrix; Thorsten Jaskolla; 
Michael Karas; JWG University Frankfurt, Frankfurt / Main, 
Germany 
WP 026 Internal Energy of Ions Desorbed from Laser Desorption 
using Carbon Nanotubes and Applications; Christelle 
Kotanian1; Sandra Alves1; Denis  Lesage1; Daniel  Reynes2; 
Fabrice Modeste2; Jean Claude Tabet1; 1Université Pierre et 
Marie Curie, Paris, France; 2Centre d'Etudes du Bouchet, 
Vert le Petit, France 
WP 027 Optimization of a Germanium Nanodot Chip as an 
Ionization Platform for Matrix-Free Soft Laser 
Desorption/Ionization-Mass Spectrometry; Atsushi 
Nemoto; Hiroaki Sato; Atsushi Yamamoto; Masaki 
Torimura; Hiroaki Tao; Natl. Inst. Adv. Ind. Sci. Technol. 
(AIST), Tsuskuba, Japan 
WP 028 Resonant Electron Capture by Some Amino Acid Esters; 
Yury V Vasilev; Benjamin J.  Figard; Douglas F.  Barofsky; 
Max L.  Deinzer; Oregon State University, Corvallis, Or 
WP 029 A Density Functional Investigation on the Secondary 
Processes in Matrix-assisted Laser Desorption Ionization; 
Francesco L Brancia1; Mauro Stener2; 1SRL, Manchester, 
United Kingdom; 2University of Trieste, Trieste, Italy 
WP 030 A Systematic Study on the Geometric Factors of Alumina 
Nanohole Arrays and Coating Metals for Surface-
assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization of Biomolecules; 
Yoshinao Wada1; Takashi Yanagishita2; Hideki Masuda3; 
1Osaka MCHRI & Osaka University, Izumi, Osaka, Japan; 
2Kanagawa Academy of Science and Technology, 
Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan; 3Tokyo Metropolitan 
University, Hachioji, Tokyo, Japan 
WP 031 A Mathematical Model to Interpret Electrochemical 
Potential and Current Maps in the Electrospray 
Capillary; Boguslaw P. Pozniak; Richard B. Cole; 
University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 
WP 032 Verification of Mid-infrared Matrix-assisted 
Desorption/Ionization for Direct Protein Analysis; 
Sachiko Suzuki; Izuru Sato; Kunio Awazu; Osaka 
University, Osaka, Japan 
WP 033 Electrochemical/Electrospray-Mass Spectrometric 
Studies of the Oxidation of Cyanide at Platinum 
Electrode; Tan Guo1; Michael  Arndt1; William Sonzogni1; 
Andreas Illies2; 1Wisconsin State Lab of Hygiene, Univ.of 
Wisconsin, Madison, WI; 2Department of Chemistry, Auburn 
University, Auburn, GA 
WP 034 Internal Energy Distributions of Ions Produced by a 
Source Based on Penning Ionization; Christelle Kotanian; 
Denis Lesage; Sandra Alves; Jean-Claude Tabet; Université 
Pierre et Marie Curie Paris6, Paris, France 
WP 035 Internal Energy Distribution of Ions Produced in DESI 
and the Influence of Source Parameters on Internal 
Energy; Jonell Smith; Marcela Nefliu; Andre Venter; R. 
Graham Cooks; Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
MALDI SAMPLE PREPARATION I 
WP 036 Solvent-free MALDI Mass Spectrometry for the Analysis 
of Metallosupramolecular Complexes; Yun Ling; Marshall 
Lapawa; Mark MacLachlan; University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, Canada 
WP 037 New Matrix-free Substrates for Laser 
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry: Silica 
Modified Stainless-steel; Joeng Heon Lee2; Mi Young Ha2; 
Yangsun Kim1; 1Hudson surface Technology, Newark, NJ; 
2ASTA, Suwon, Korea 
WP 038 MALDI Target Plates Utilizing Micro-Well Technology; 
Bruce N. Laprade1; Kevin Owens2; Sharon R. Mrotek1; 
1Burle Electro Optics, Sturbridge, MA; 2Department of 
Chemistry, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 
WP 039 Laser Desorption/Ionization from Pt Coated Anodic 
Porous Alumina Surface; Takafumi Sato1; Takaya Satoh1; 
Tim Hawkins2; Yoshinao Wada3; Hideki Masuda4; Takashi 
Yanagishita4; Jun Tamura1; 1JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan; 
2JEOL USA Inc., Peabody, MA; 3Osaka Medical Center for 
Maternal and Child Health, Osaka, Japan; 4Kanagawa 
Academy of Science and Technology, Kawasaki, Japan 
WP 040 Two Needles, One Sample: Demonstration of a Dual 
Spray Electrospray Deposition System; William J. Erb; 
Wolfgang Nadler; Kevin G. Owens; Drexel University, 
Philadelphia, PA 
WP 041 One-way Diamond-Like-Carbon (DLC) MALDI Target 
for Multi Purpose Applications; Peter Hausberger1; 
Wolfgang Winkler2; Christian Huck3; Muhammad Nadjam-
Ul-Haq3; Matthias Rainer3; Günter  Allmaier2; Harald 
Kraushaar1; Günther Bonn3; 1Sony DADC, Anif, Austria; 
2Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria; 3Leopold 
Franzens University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria 
WP 042 Effects of Matrix Crystal Size on Ion Formation in 
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization; Thorsten 
Jaskolla1; Michael Karas1; Kerstin Steinert2; Udo Roth2; 
Christoph Menzel2; Karsten Reihs3; 1Institute of 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Frankfurt am Main, Germany; 
2Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany; 3AMF GmbH, Köln, 
Germany 
WP 043 MALDI Mass Spectrometry of Saponins from Quillaja 
Saponaria; Xiaorong (Sharon) Wei; Richard J. Porambo; 
Steven L. Cohen; Merck Research Laboratories, West Point, 
PA 
WP 044 Monolayer Enhanced Gold Nanoparticles for Laser 
Desorption/Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Edward T. 
Castellana; Russell H. David; Texas A&M University, 
College Station, TX 
WP 045 Comparison of MALDI Matrices for Peptidomic 
Profiling of Cell Culture Samples; Kevin McCowen; 
Steven  Taylor; Soumitra  Ghosh; Amylin Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc., San Diego , CA 
WP 046 Comparison of Recrystallised Matrix Preparation 
Methodologies Used for Peptide Detection in MALDI-
TOFMS; D J Evason; V C Parr; S P  Thompson; M D  
Mills; A J  Polley; SAI, Manchester, United Kingdom 
WP 047 MALDI-MS Sample Preparation – When Change is Bad; 
Steven L. Cohen; Merck Research Laboratories, West Point, 
PA 
WP 048 Ca2+-dependent Deuterium Exchange Properties of EF-
hand Calcium-binding Proteins Calmodulin and S100 
are Useful to Monitor MALDI HDX Efficiency; Peter L. 
Pingerelli; Victor V. Ozols; Carly R. Anderson; Richard S. 
Burns; Barrow Neurological Institute, Phoenix, AZ 
WP 049 Investigating Time and Mass Effects in Solvent-Free 
MALDI Sample Preparation; Scott D. Hanton; James R. 
Stets; Air Products & Chemicals, Inc, Allentown, PA 
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WP 050 The Effects of Sample Preparation for Nanoparticulate 
Matrices on Mass Resolution in LDI-TOFMS; Kate 
Stumpo; David H. Russell; Texas A&M University, College 
Station, TX 
WP 051 A Comparison of Matrix-free LDI-MS using 
Nanostructured Targets and MALDI-MS for Small 
Molecule Analysis; Sergei Dikler1; Catherine Stacey1; 
Veeral Hardev2; Hugh Daniels2; 1Bruker Daltonics, Inc., 
Billerica, MA; 2Nanosys, Inc., Palo Alto, CA 
IMAGING:  INSTRUMENTATION 
WP 052 Automated Aerosol Reagent Deposition on Tissue for in 
situ MALDI Imaging Analysis; Hans-Rudolf Aerni1; 
Martin Schuerenberg2; Richard M. Caprioli1; 1Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, TN; 2Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany 
WP 053 Imaging Ion Mobility-Mass Spectrometry: Advantages, 
Challenges, and Future Prospects; John A. Mclean; 
Whitney B. Ridenour; Richard M. Caprioli; Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, TN 
WP 054 Use of Acoustic Droplet Ejection to Prepare Biochemical 
Reactions on Tissue Sections for MALDI Imaging Mass 
Spectrometry; Siobhan C. Pickett1; Jean Shieh1; Lisa 
Manier2; M. Reid Groseclose2; Michelle L. Reyzer2; Pierre 
Chaurand2; Richard M. Caprioli2; 1Labcyte Inc., Sunnyvale , 
CA; 2Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 
WP 055 7.87 eV Laser Desorption Postionization Mass 
Spectrometry of Adsorbed and Covalently Bound 
Bisphenol A Diglycidyl Methacrylate; Luke Hanley; 
Manshui Zhou; Chunping Wu; Artem Akhmetov; Praneeth 
D. Edirisinghe; James L. Drummond; University of Illinois 
at Chicago, Chicago, IL 
WP 056 High-Fidelity Imaging Mass Spectrometry: Using the 
Resolving Power of MALDI-FTMS to Increase the 
Number of Ion Images at Each m/z; Dale S. Cornett; Erin 
H. Seeley; M. Reid Groseclose; Richard M. Caprioli; 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 
WP 057 Improved Spatial Resolution for Imaging MALDI MS 
through Homogeneous Matrix; M. Reid Groseclose; 
Richard M. Caprioli; Vanderbilt University Medical Center, 
Nashville, TN 
WP 058 Imaging MALDI Mass Spectrometry of Sphingolipids 
using an Oscillating Capillary Nebulizer (OCN) Matrix 
Application System; Yanfeng  Chen; Ying Liu; Alfred H. 
Merrill, Jr; M. Cameron   Sullards; Georgia Institute of 
Technology, Atlanta, GA 
WP 059 Improving Peptides de novo Sequencing for MALDI-MSI 
by in situ N-terminal Derivation; Julien Franck; Mohamed 
El-Ayed; Jonathan Stauber; Maxence Wisztorski; Olivia 
Jardin-Mathé; Isabelle Fournier; Michel Salzet; FRE-CNRS 
2933, University of Lille I, Villeneuve d'Ascq, France 
WP 060 Development of Microscope AP-MALDI-Q-FTICR-MS; 
Katsutoshi Takahashi; Nat'l Institute Advan. Indus. Sci Tech, 
Tokyo, Japan 
WP 061 TArgeted Multiplex Mass Spectrometric IMaging 
(TAMSIM) of Tissue Sections; Gwendoline Thiery1; 
Mikhail S. Shchepinov2; Edwin M. Southern3; Benoit 
Terris4; Ivo G. Gut1; 1CNG, Evry, France; 2Shchepinov 
Consulting, Oxford, UK; 3OGT, Yarnton, UK; 4Hopital 
Cochin, Paris, France 
WP 062 Elucidation of Closely-Spaced Protonated Neuropeptides 
Directly off Tissue by Enhanced Resolution MALDI 
ionization with Orbitrap Detection; Maria C. Prieto 
Conaway13; Peter  Verhaert2; Viatcheslav  Kovtoun13; Huy 
Bui13; Nick Izgarian13; Thomas Moehring13; Kerstin 
Strupat13; 1Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA; 2Delft 
University of Technology, Biotechnology Dept, Delft, 
Netherlands; 3Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany 
WP 063 Multiplexing MALDI MSI using Dynamic Pixel Imaging: 
MSI analysis of Diazepam and its Two Major 
Metabolites in Rat Liver; Donald L McKenzie1; Andrew 
James2; 1Pfizer Global Research & Development, Ann 
Arbor, MI; 2Applied Biosystems/MDS SCIEX, Ontario, 
Canda 
WP 064 Chemical Imaging Mass Spectrometry by Coupling 
Laser Ablation Sampling with a Unique Atmospheric 
Pressure Glow Discharge Ionization Source; Steven Ray; 
Francisco Andrade; Gary M. Hieftje; Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN 
WP 065 A New Sensor-Controlled Preparation Technique for 
MALDI Tissue Imaging; Martin Schuerenberg; Christine 
Luebbert; Rolf Mueller; Soeren Deininger; Bruker Daltonik 
GmbH, Bremen, Germany 
WP 066 Use of Masks in MALDI-MSI: an Easy Tool for 
Increasing Spatial Resolution of Images by Decreasing 
Irradiated Area; Maxence Wisztorski1; Nicolas  
Verplanck2; Vincent  Thomy2; Jonathan Stauber1; Jean-
Christophe Camart2; Michel Salzet1; Isabelle Fournier1; 
1MALDI Imaging Team, FRE CNRS 2933, USTL, Villeneuve 
d'Ascq, France; 2IEMN, UMR CNRS-8520, Cité Scientifique, 
Villeneuve d'Ascq, France 
WP 067 Development of a Multi-Turn TOF-SIMS System with a 
Femtosecond Laser for Post-Ionization; Kousuke 
Kumondai1; Ryotaro Todokoro1; Ryo Mibuka2; Shinji 
Kurihara2; Kiichiro Uchino2; Hisayoshi Yurimoto3; Morio 
Ishihara1; 1Osaka University, Osaka, Japan; 2Kyushu 
University, Fukuoka, Japan; 3Hokkaido University, 
Hokkaido, Japan 
WP 068 Nanoparticle-assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization for 
Ultra Resolution Imaging Mass Spectrometry; Shu Taira1; 
Yuki  Sugiura1; Shinji  Moritake2; Shuichi  Shimma3; Yuko  
Ichiyanagi2; Mitsutoshi  Setou3; 1Mitsubishi Kagaku Institute 
of Life Sciences, Machida city, Japan; 2Yokohama National 
University, Yokohama, Japan; 3National Institute of 
Physiological Sciences, Okazaki, Japan 
WP 069 Direct Drug Imaging in Tissue Sections Utilizing MS/MS 
on a MALDI Quadrupole Orthogonal Acceleration TOF 
Mass Spectrometer; Keith Compson1; Marten Snel1; 
Emmanuelle Claude1; György Marko-Varga2; Thomas  
Fehniger2; Kerstin Kenne2; Lena Gustavsson2; Siobhan 
Pickett3; Anna Nilsson4; Per E. Andren4; 1Waters 
Corporation, Manchester, United Kingdom; 2AstraZeneca, 
Lund, Sweden; 3Labcyte, Sunnyvale, CA; 4Lab. for Biol. & 
Med. MS, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden 
WP 070 Investigation of Analyte Extraction and Migration in 
Tissue Imaging by MALDI-MS; Daniel P. 
Magparangalan1; Dodge L. Baluya1; Dieter M. Drexler2; 
Richard A. Yost1; 1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL; 
2Bristol-Myers Squibb Company, Wallingford, CT 
WP 071 LDI Imaging Mass Spectrometry via Molecular 
Interaction and Photo Labile Tags; Junhai Yang1; Pierre 
Chaurand1; Jeremy Norris2; Ned Porter1; Richard Caprioli1; 
1Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN; 2Protein Discovery, 
Inc., Knoxville, TN 
WP 072 MALDI MRM for Imaging of Targeted Proteins; Derek 
Smith1; Angela Jackson1; Ashley Cabecinha1; Ryan Danell2; 
Christoph H. Borchers1; 1University of Victoria-Genome BC 
Proteomics Centre, Victoria, Canada; 2Danell Consulting, 
Greenville, NC 
WP 073 Advanced Data Analysis for Hierarchical Clustering of 
Imaging Mass Spectrometry Datasets; Liam Mcdonnell1; 
Alexander  Broersen2; Leendert A  Klerk1; Robert  van 
Liere2; Ron M A Heeren1; 1FOM Institute-AMOLF, 
Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Centrum voor Wiskunde en 
Informatica, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
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WP 074 Metabolomic Profiling in Wheat Grains using 
Automated Sample Preparation; Alan Barnes1; Caroline J.  
Earnshaw2; Sally J. Atkinson2; Michael  Burrell3; Malcolm 
R.  Clench2; 1Shimadzu Biotech, Manchester, United 
Kingdom; 2Biomedical Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam 
Uni., Sheffield, UK; 3Department of Plant and Animal 
Sciences, Sheffield University, UK 
WP 075 Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) Mass 
Spectrometry and Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS) 
of Lipids:  Ionization, Adduct Formation and 
Fragmentation; Nicholas E Manicke1; Justin M Wiseman2; 
Demian R Ifa1; Thomas A  Blake1; R Graham  Cooks1; 
1Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN; 2Prosolia, Inc., 
Indianapolis, IN 
WP 076 MALDI Tissue Imaging for Classification of Breast 
Cancer Sections; Soeren-Oliver Deininger1; Martin 
Schürenberg1; Christine Luebbert1; Arne Fuetterer1; Marc 
Gerhard1; Jane M. Kowalski1; Detlev Suckau1; Axel Walch2; 
1Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany; 2GSF-Institut für 
Pathologie, Neuherberg, Germany 
WP 077 Direct Profiling and MS Imaging of Small Molecules 
(carbohydrates/acids/phenolic compounds) from Fruits 
by Colloidal Graphite-Assisted Laser 
Desorption/Ionization (GALDI) MS; Hui Zhang; Sangwon 
Cha; Edward S. Yeung; Iowa State University, Ames, IA 
WP 078 Independent Component Analysis as a Method for the 
Detection of Biochemical Trends in Tissue via Imaging 
Mass Spectrometry; Raf Van de Plas; Bart De Moor; 
Etienne Waelkens; K.U.Leuven, Leuven, Belgium 
WP 079 Ambient Molecular Imaging of Fungus and Animal 
Tissues by Electrospray-assisted Laser Desorption 
Ionization (ELDI) Mass Spectrometry; Min-Zong Huang; 
Jentaie Shiea; National Sun Yat-Sen University, Kaohsiung, 
Taiwan 
WP 080 Perspectives for Quantitative Tissue Imaging by 
Intermediate-Pressure MALDI/Linear Ion Trap Tandem 
Mass Spectrometry; Richard A. Yost; Timothy J.  Garrett; 
Daniel P. Magparangalan; Dodge L. Baluya; Rachelle R.  
Landgraf; Michael P.  Napolitano; University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL 
INSTRUMENTATION:  QUADRUPOLES & ION TRAPS 1 
WP 081 Tandem Mass Spectrometry in a LTQ Orbitrap Mass 
Spectrometer using Multiple Fills; Eduard Denisov; Oliver 
Lange; Alexander Makarov; Kerstin Strupat; Vlad  
Zabrouskov; Jens Griep-Raming; Stevan R. Horning; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific (Bremen) GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany 
WP 082 Electrodynamic Ion-funnel as a Trap: Performance and 
Initial Results; Yehia Ibrahim; Mikhail Belov; Richard 
Smith; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, 
WA 
WP 083 Phase-Enhanced Selective Ion Ejection in the Orbitrap 
Mass Analyzer; Richard H. Perry; Qizhi Hu; Robert J. Noll; 
Liang Gao; Isabella Zhang; R. Graham Cooks; Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 084 ECD in a Linear RF-Field without Collision Gas; Hong 
Ji; Valery G. Voinov; Max L.  Deinzer; Douglas F.  
Barofsky; Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 
WP 085 Sequence Characterization of Intact Proteins by 
Consecutive Ion/Ion Reactions of ETD and PTR; Ralf 
Hartmer; Markus Lubeck; Carsten Baessmann; Andreas 
Brekenfeld; Bruker Daltronik, Bremen, Germany 
WP 086 Axially-resonant Excitation Linear Ion Trap (AREX 
LIT) as a Dissociation Device; Yuichiro Hashimoto1; 
Hideki Hasegawa1; Masuyuki Sugiyama1; Hiroyuki Satake1; 
Takashi Baba1; Izumi Waki1; Toshiyuki Yokosuka2; 
1Hitachi, Ltd, Central Research Lab, Kokubunji, Tokyo, 
Japan; 2Hitachi, Ltd, Hitachi Research Lab, Hitachi, 
Ibaraki, Japan 
WP 087 Development of High-Vacuum MALDI-DIT-MS and 
Improvement of Throughput with Novel Ion 
Introduction Technique; Shinichi Iwamoto1; Kei Kodera1; 
Sadanori Sekiya1; Li Ding2; Ikuo Konishi2; Koichi Tanaka1; 
1Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, JAPAN; 2Shimadzu 
Research Laboratory, Europe, Manchester, UK 
WP 088 Characterization of a Minimally-Modified Ion Trap 
Mass Spectrometer for Aerosol Analysis; Teresa L. 
Barone; William A. Harris; Peter T. A. Reilly; William B. 
Whitten; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Knoxville, TN 
WP 089 Optimization of a MALDI interface for the Digital Ion 
Trap using simulations; Mikhail Soudakov1; Dimitris 
Papanastasiou2; Ikuo Konishi1; 1Shimadzu Research 
Laboratory (Europe) Ltd., Manchester, United Kingdom; 
2KRATOS Analytical, Manchester, United Kindom 
WP 090 Ionization Source for High Pressure Quadrupole Ion 
Trap Mass Spectrometry; Andrew T. Fischer; William B. 
Whitten; Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 
WP 091 Thermalization of MALDI ions in a High-Vacuum QIT-
TOF Mass Spectrometer; Dimitris Papanastasiou1; Omar 
Belgacem1; Michael Sudakov2; Emmanuel Raptakis1; 
1Shimadzu Biotech, Kratos, Manchester, UK; 2Shimadzu 
Research Laboratories, Manchester, UK 
WP 092 Automatic Crosstalk Compensation Techniques for 
Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry with an Electric 
Ion Resonance Trap; Ciro Sosero; Albrecht Glasmachers; 
Michel Aliman; uni wuppertal, wuppertal, GERMANY 
WP 093 Polymer-Based Rectilinear Ion Traps; Miriam Fico; Meng 
Yu; Wei Xu; Zheng Ouyang; William J. Chappell; R. 
Graham Cooks; Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 094 Investigation of Buffer Gas Pressure Tailoring for 
Quadrupole Ion Trap Mass Spectrometry; Dodge L. 
Baluya; Richard A. Yost; University of Florida, Gainesville, 
FL 
WP 095 Mass Analysis of Ion Trap Array(ITA); Xiao-Xu Li1; 
Gongyu  Jiang1; Fuxin Xu1; Peng Yang1; Chan Luo1; An  
Hu1; Li Ding2; Yuan-yuan Wang1; Chuan-Fan Ding1; 1Fudan 
University, Shanghai, China; 2Shimadzu Research 
Laboratory(Europe), Manchester, UK 
WP 096 Fragmentation of Ions in a Low Pressure Linear Ion 
Trap; Bruce Collings; MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada 
ION MOBILITY:  INSTRUMENTATION & METHODS 
WP 097 A Combination of Ion-Ion Reaction and Ion Mobility 
Measurement for Top –Down Protein Analysis; Qin 
Zhao1; Matthew  Soyk1; Gregg  Schieffer1; Ethan Badman2; 
R.S. Houk1; 1Iowa State University, Ames, IA; 2Hoffmann-La 
Roche Inc., Nutley, NJ 
WP 098 Comparison of Different Ionization Sources in Drift 
Tube Ion Mobility Spectrometry; Timo Mauriala1; Alexey 
Adamov1; Christian Pedersen1; Victor Teplov1; Raimo A 
Ketola1; Risto Kostiainen1; Jyrki Viidanoja1; Alexey 
Sysoev2; Tapio  Kotiaho1; 1University of Helsinki, Helsinki, 
Finland; 2Moscow State Engineering Physics Institute, 
Moscow, Russia 
WP 099 Laser Desorption Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry for 
Biological Agent Detection; Juaneka M. Hayes1; Kermit K. 
Murray1; Michael V. Ugarov2; J. Albert Schultz2; 1Louisiana 
State University, Baton Rouge, LA; 2Ionwerks, Inc., Houston, 
TX 
WP 100 Combining Crown Ether Shift Reagents and Combing 
IMS-IMS-MS; Brian C. Bohrer; Samuel I.  Merenbloom; 
David E.  Clemmer; Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 
WP 101 “Combing IMS-IMS”: A Multiplexed IMS-IMS 
Technique for Improved Efficiency; Samuel Merenbloom; 
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Brian Bohrer; David Clemmer; Indiana University 
Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 
WP 102 Characterization of a Prototype Resistive Glass 
Atmospheric Pressure Ion Mobility Spectrometer with 
Corona Discharge and Nanoelectrospray Ion Sources; 
Mark Kwasnik1; Katrin  Fuhrer2; Marc  Gonin2; Facundo M. 
Fernandez1; 1Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA; 
2TOFWERK AG, Thun, Switzerland 
WP 103 Investigation of Structural Difference between Gas-phase 
Peptides Generated by ESI and MALDI; Lei Tao; Janel R.  
McLean; David H. Russell; Texas A&M University, College 
Station, TX 
WP 104 Functionally Selective Ion Mobility Shift Reagents For 
Proteomic Applications; Thomas J. Kerr; Vanderbilt 
University, Nashville, TN 
WP 105 Miniature Planar Differential Mobility Spectrometry 
(DMS)  Prefilters for Rapid High-Resolution Pre-
separation of Peptides and Other Molecular Ions by 
Mass Spectrometry; Stephen L Coy; Evgeny V Krylov; 
Raanan A Miller; Erkinjon G Nazarov; Sionex Corp., 
Wayland, MA 
WP 106 A Planar DMA Coupled to a MS for Tandem IMS-MS 
Separation at High Transmission, with IMS Resolution 
Approaching 100; Juan Rus1; Francisco Estévez1; Juan 
Fernández de la Mora2; 1SEADM, Boecillo, SPAIN; 2Yale 
University, New Haven, CT 
WP 107 Characterization of Ion Transmission Properties of 
Periodic Focusing and Uniform Field Drift Cells; Kent J. 
Gillig; Jody May; Ryan  Blase; David H. Russell; Texas 
A&M University, College Station, TX 
WP 108 Rapid Screening of DNA Adducts using Differential 
Mobility Spectrometry / Mass Spectrometry; Terrence 
Black1; Stephen Coy2; Raanan Miller2; Erkinjon  Nazarov2; 
Paul  Vouros1; 1Northeastern University, Boston, MA; 
2Sionex Corp, Bedford, MA 
ION MOLECULE REACTIONS 
WP 109 Directly Observing the Gas Phase Reactions of Alkyl and 
Phenyl Radicals with Dioxygen using Distonic Anion; 
Stephen J Blanksby; Benjamin B. Kirk; David G. Harman; 
University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, Australia 
WP 110 Gas Phase Ion-molecule Reactions of Trimethyl borate in 
the Quadrupole Ion Trap as a Method to Detect Protein 
Phosphorylation; Yuriy Pyatkivskyy; Victor Ryzhov; 
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 
WP 111 Direct Structural Assignment of Isomeric Alkyl Anilines 
via Collision-induced Dissociation and Selective 
Ion/Molecule Reactions of Structurally-diagnostic Ions 
(SDI); Rodinei Augusti1; Mario Benassi2; Marcos N. 
Eberlin2; 1Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo 
Horizonte/ MG, Brazil; 2State University of Campinas, 
Campinas/ SP, Brazil 
WP 112 Methylation of Organic Bases at Atmospheric Pressure 
via Ion/Molecule Reactions; Chunping Wu; Livia 
Schiavinato  Eberlin; Hao Chen; R. Graham  Cooks; Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 113 Mechanistic Elucidation of First Cycloaddition [2+1] of 
Norbornene with Terminal Alkynes Catalyzed by New 
Palladium Complexes using CAR Experiments; Yves 
Gimbert1; Denis Lesage2; Laurent  Giordano3; Jean-Claude 
Tabet2; 1LEDSS, Chimie Recherche UMR 5616, Grenoble, 
France; 2UMR 7613 Université Pierre et Marie Curie 
Paris6, Paris, France; 3ECM Faculté St-Jérôme, Marseille, 
France 
WP 114 Ion Chemistry of Titan; Samuel J Edwards; Colin G 
Freeman; Murray J McEwan; University of Canterbury, 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
WP 115 Gas Phase Basicity of Peptides and Proteins at 
Atmospheric Pressure by ESSI-MS: Towards a 
Mechanism of Ionisation; David Touboul; Matthias 
Jecklin; Renato Zenobi; ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland 
WP 116 Gas-phase Kinetics of the Formation of MOH+ (NH3) n (n 
= 1- 5) Clusters with M = Ca, Sr, and Ba; Andrea Dasic; 
Diethard K. Bohme; York University, Department of 
Chemistry, CRMS, Toronto, Canada 
WP 117 Thermochemistry and Reactivity of Benzoylnitrene 
Anion; Neloni R. Wijeratne; Paul G. Wenthold; Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 118 The Regioselectiviy of Pyridine Deprotonation in the Gas 
Phase; Bonnie Schafman-Janowiak; Paul G. Wenthold; 
Purdue, Lafayette, IN 
WP 119 APTDI of Organometallic Complexes for Novel High 
Throughput Mass Spectrometer; Wen-Ping Peng; Mike  
Goodwin; Hao  Chen; R. Graham  Cooks; Purdue 
University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 120 Size-Restricted Proton Transfer within Toluene-
Methanol Cluster Ions; Chitung Chiang; Marek  Freindorf; 
Thomas R. Furlani; Robert L. DeLeon; James F.  Garvey; 
University at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 
WP 121 Identification and Mass Spectrometric Characterization 
of Isomeric Isoflavone Aglycones by Ion Trap Time-of-
flight Mass Spectrometry; Hui  Li1; Leren Wan2; Yuki 
Hashi2; Shizhong  Chen1; 1School of Pharmaceutical 
Sciences, Peking Univ., Beijing, China; 2Shimadzu Beijing 
Office, Beijing, China 
WP 122 Core Ion Formation and Ion Evolution that Depend on 
Non-uniform field in Negative Corona Discharge; Kanako 
Sekimoto; Mitsuo Takayama; Yokohama City University, 
Yokohama, Japan 
WP 123 Deuterium Kinetic Isotope Effects in Microsolvated Gas–
Phase E2 Reactions; Veronica M. Bierbaum; Nicole Eyet; 
Stephanie M. Villano; Shuji Kato; University of Colorado, 
Boulder, CO 
ION STRUCUTRES / ENERGETICS II 
WP 124 Silver Cation Affinities of Monomeric Building Blocks of 
Polyethers and Polyphenols Determined by Guided Ion 
Beam Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Yu Chen; Manoj 
Chinthaka Sinhapura-Dewage; Mary T. Rodgers; Wayne 
State University, Detroit, MI 
WP 125 Probing Cation-pi Interactions in Metal Ion-amino Acid 
Complexes by Ion-molecule Reactions; Sara Koepke; 
Katrina  Vaitkunas; Victor Ryzhov; Northern Illinois 
University, DeKalb, IL 
WP 126 Double/Triple Hydrogen Transfer on Unimolecular 
Dissociation of Deuterium Labeled N,N'-Bis(5-
phenylvaleryl)imidazolidine-2-thiones using a Four 
Sector Tandem Mass Spectrometer; Hiroshi Yamaoka1; 
Kyoko Okada1; Kei Shiono1; Kimio Isa2; Kouji Kuzuno2; 
Takashi Ohkawa2; Yoshio Takai3; Nico M.M. Nibbering4; 
1Osaka Prefecture University, Sakai, Osaka, Japan; 
2University of Fukui, Fukui, Japan; 3Osaka University, 
Osaka, Japan; 4Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands 
WP 127 Investigating the Weak to Evaluate the Strong; Studying 
the Acidity of Carborane Acids through the Basicity of 
the Corresponding Anions; Matthew M Meyer; Steven R 
Kass; University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
WP 128 Fragmentation Processes of α-Substituted Carboxylate 
Anions; Robert L. White; J. Stuart Grossert; Dalhousie 
University, Halifax, CANADA 
WP 129 Gas-phase Reactions of PPI Dendrimers and Analogs 
Complexed with Divalent Zinc; Jacob T.  Kilgore; Jason D. 
Batchelor; Meredith Miller; William D. Price; Marshall 
University, Huntington, WV 
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WP 130 Sequence Effects on the Gas-Phase Acidities of the 
Cysteine-Polyalanine Peptides; Jianhua Ren; John Tan; 
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 
WP 131 Solvation of Electrosprayed DNA Base and Amino Acid 
Clusters in the Collision cell of a Hybride Q-FTMS; 
Travis D. Fridgen1; Michael L. Easterling2; Christian B. 
Berg2; Negar Rajabi1; Christopher J. Thompson2; 1Memorial 
University of Newfoundland, St. John's, Canada; 2Bruker 
Daltonics, Billerica, MA 
WP 132 Characterizing the Influence of Amino Acid Residues on 
the Charge Inversion of Deprotonated Peptides via Gas-
Phase Ion/Ion Reactions; Joshua Emory; Scott McLuckey; 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 133 Benzynide and Pyridynide Anions:  Gas Phase Synthesis 
and Characterization of the High Energy Density 
Species; Shuji Kato1; Charles H. DePuy1; Scott Gronert2; 
Veronica M. Bierbaum1; W. Carl Lineberger1; 1University of 
Colorado, Boulder, CO; 2Virginia Commonwealth 
University, Richmond, VA 
WP 134 IRMPD Spectra of Proton-Bound Amino Acid Dimers; 
Travis D. Fridgen1; Negar Rajabi1; Philippe Maitre2; Joel 
Lemiare2; 1Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. 
John's, CANADA; 2LCP Universite Paris Sud 11, Orsay, 
France 
WP 135 Determination of Fragment Ion Structure using Soft 
Landing Mass Spectrometry; Amy E. Hilderbrand1; Karen 
E. Joyce1; John C. Poutsma2; Vicki H. Wysocki1; 1University 
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ; 2The College of William and Mary, 
Williamsburg, VA 
WP 136 Origin of Deuterium Isotope Effects Observed during 
Competitive Binding ESI-MS of Cinchona Alkaloid-
Based Chiral Recognition Systems; Aruna B. Wijeratne1; 
Petr Frycak1; Norbert M. Maier2; Wolfgang Linder2; Daniel 
W. Armstrong1; Kevin A. Schug1; 1UT-Arlington, Arlington, 
TX; 2Dept. of Anal.Chem. & Food Chem., Univ. of Vienna, 
Vienna, Austria 
WP 137 Determination of the Proton Affinity of Nα-Acetyl-Lysine 
and the Lysine-Polyalanine Peptides Ac-KAn and Ac-
AnK; Robert Harper; Jianhua Ren; University of the Pacific, 
Stockton, CA 
WP 138  
WP 139 Determination of the Hydrogen Bond Energy of 
Methanol Dimer; Laura Combs; Paul G. Wenthold; Purdue, 
Lafayette, IN 
WP 140 Tandem Mass Spectrometry of Synthetic Neoglycolipids: 
Isolation and Analysis of a Novel Product Ion; Laura 
Thornsberry1; Richard Robbins1; Lisabeth L. Hoffman1; 
Jeremy J. Wolff1; Joseph Banoub2; I. Jonathan Amster1; 
1University of Georgia, Athens, GA; 2Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans, St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada 
WP 141 Gas phase fragmentation of Sudan and d6-labelled Sudan 
Azo Dyes; Leonardo Di Donna; Loredana Maiuolo; Fabio 
Mazzotti; Anna Napoli; Raffaele Salerno; Giovanni Sindona; 
Dipartimento di Chimica, Università della Calabria, Rende, 
Italy 
NON-COVALENT COMPLEXES 
WP 142 Viral Molecular Motors Visualized by Macromolecular 
Mass Spectrometry; Kristina Lorenzen1; Charlotte 
Uetrecht1; Adam Olia2; Gino Cingolani2; Albert Heck1; 
1University Utrecht, Biomolecular MS, Utrecht, 
Netherlands; 2SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse, 
New York 
WP 143 On the Composition of Gas-phase Ions from Protein 
Complexes:  Contributions to their Overall Mass; Joanna 
Freeke; Brandon T. Ruotolo; Adam R. McKay; Carol V. 
Robinson; University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK 
WP 144 ESI-FTMS Investigation of the Non-covalent Interactions 
between the HIV-1 Nucleocapsid Protein p7 (NC) and the 
U5:Aug Duplex ; Sonnet Davis; Daniele  Fabris; University 
of Maryland Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD 
WP 145 A Fluorescence Probe of Conformational Dynamics of 
Non-covalent Complexes in Gas Phase; Xiangguo Shi; 
Denis Duft; Joel H.  Parks; Rowland Institute at Harvard, 
Cambridge, MA 
WP 146 Investigating the Stability of Various Non-covalent 
Macrocycle Complexes by Energy-variable Collision-
induced Dissociation in a Linear Ion Trap Mass 
Spectrometer; Emily Jellen1; D. Michelle Benoist1; 
Benjamin Sims1; Victor Ryzhov2; 1Western Carolina 
University, Cullowhee, NC; 2Northern Illinois University, 
DeKalb, IL 
WP 147 Influence of Zwitterions on Salt Bridge Stabilization of 
Single Stranded DNA/Peptide Noncovalent Complexes; 
Sandra Alves1; Karine Pionnier1; Anna Warnet1; Amina  
Woods2; Jean-claude Tabet1; 1University P. and M. Curie, 
Paris Cedex O5 , France; 2NIDA IRP, NIH, Baltimore, MD 
WP 148 Influence of Surface Composition on the Dissociation of 
Non-Covalent Protein Complexes by SID; Christopher M. 
Jones; Richard L. Beardsley; Asiri S. Galhena; Eman M. 
Basha; Elizabeth Vierling; Vicki H. Wysocki; University of 
Arizona, Tucson, AZ 
WP 149 ESI-induced Shifts in Metal-Peptide Solution Equilibria; 
Haritha Mattapalli; Christopher J. Veale; Colin S. Burns; 
Allison S. Danell; East Carolina University, Greenville, NC 
WP 150 Phase-Sensitive Detection of Non-Covalent Complexes 
using Time Modulated Ligand Delivery; Marites J. Ayson; 
James S. Brennan; Joseph S. Schoeniger; Sandia National 
Laboratories, Livermore, CA 
WP 151 The Specificity of Bacterial Pilus Assembly: Monitoring 
Subunit-Subunit Interactions using Non-covalent 
Electrospray Ionisation Mass Spectrometry; Rebecca J 
Rose1; Han Remaut2; Denis Verger2; Tina Daviter2; Gabriel 
Waksman2; Sheena E Radford1; Alison E Ashcroft1; 
1University of Leeds, Leeds, United Kingdom; 2Birkbeck 
College, London, United Kingdom 
WP 152 Study of Non-covalent Complexes between Human 
Kinases and Clinical Inhibitors by NanoESI-MS; 
Matthias C. Jecklin1; David Touboul1; Paul Ramage2; Rishi 
Jain3; John  Tallarico3; Renato Zenobi1; 1ETH Zurich, 
Zurich, Switzerland; 2Novartis Institutes for Biomedical 
Research, PSU, Basel, Switzerland; 3Novartis Institutes for 
Biomedical Research, GDC, Cambridge, MA 
WP 153 Screening a Small Dynamic Combinatorial Library for 
Novel Ribonuclease A Ligands using ESI-FTICR-MS; 
Michelle M. Sweeney1; Steven A. Benner2; John R. Eyler1; 
1University of Florida, Gainesville, FL; 2Foundation for 
Applied Molecular Evolution, Gainesville, FL 
WP 154 A Study of the Assembly and Disassembly Pathways of 
Non-covalent Homo-oligomer Complexes using Nano-
ESI-mass Spectrometry; Elisabetta  Boeri Erba1; 
Emmanuel  Levy2; Helena Hernandez1; Laura Lane1; Carol 
V  Robinson1; 1University of Cambridge, Department of 
Chemistry, Cambridge , United Kingdom; 2MRC Laboratory 
of Molecular Biology, Cambridge, United Kingdom 
WP 155 Optimization of In-Line Gel Filtration Conditions for 
Non-Denaturing Mass Spectrometry; Greg M. Waitt; Jon 
D. Williams; GlaxoSmithKline, RTP, NC 
WP 156 Platination of Superoxide Dismutase with Cisplatin:  
Identifying Protein Platination Sites using Fourier 
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry; 
Stefan K Weidt; C Logan Mackay; Pat R R Langridge-
Smith; Peter J Sadler; University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 
United Kingdom 
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WP 157 Towards Understanding the Effects of Chaotropic 
Agents on Homo-oligomeric Protein Complexes; Laura A 
Lane; Elisabetta  Boeri Erba; Helena  Hernández; Carol V 
Robinson; University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United 
Kingdom 
WP 158 Automated Online Real-time Nano-MS Reaction 
Monitoring and its Application to Non-covalent Protein 
Complex Dynamics and Kinetics; Alexander James 
Painter; Justin LP Benesch; Carol V Robinson; Cambridge 
University, Cambridge, United Kingdom 
WP 159 Online Mass Spectrometric Investigation of Chiral 
Amplification of Amino Acid Sublimates; Marcela 
Nefliu1; Richard H. Perry1; Chunping Wu1; Sean Bird2; 
David E. Clemmer2; R. Graham Cooks1; 1Purdue Univ., 
West Lafayette, IN; 2Indiana Univ., Bloomington, IN 
WP 160 Sulfation, its Role and Mechanism in Protein-protein 
Interaction; Amina S. Woods; Shelley N. Jackson; NIDA 
IRP, NIH, Baltimore, MD 
WP 161 Techniques for Improved Analysis of Noncovalent 
Protein Complexes on the QSTAR&#174 Elite 
Quadrupole Time-of-flight System; Douglas A. Simmons; 
MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada 
WP 162 Determination of Non-covalent Interactions between 
Antisense Oligonucleotides and  ß-cyclodextrin using 
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS); 
James A McKee; Catherine  Bentzley; University of the 
Sciences in Philadelphia, Philadelphia , PA 
WP 163 Mapping Binding Sites of Nucleic Acid Ligands 
Targeting Unique Structural Features of the HIV-1 
Polypurine Tract  by Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Kevin 
B. Turner1; Robert  Brinson2; Hye Young Yi-Brunozzi3; 
Jason W.  Rausch3; John P.  Marino2; Stuart F. J. Le Grice3; 
Daniele Fabris1; 1University of Maryland Baltimore County, 
Baltimore, MD; 2University of Maryland Biotechnology 
Institute, Rockville, MD; 3NCI, National Institutes of Health, 
Frederick, MD 
WP 164 Investigation of Non-covalent DNA/Drug Complex by 
FT/ICR; Ying Xu1; Afonso Carlos1; Françoise  Fournier1; 
Ren Wen2; Jean-claude Tabet1; 1University P. and M. Curie, 
Paris Cedex O5 , France; 2Fudan University, Shanghai, 
China 
WP 165 Quaternary Structure of Multiprotein Complexes 
Defined by ES-MS.  Not All Complexes are Created 
Equal; Jiangxiao Sun; Nian Sun; Elena Kitova; John  
Klassen; University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 
WP 166 DNA Stabilization by Noncovalent Polynuclear Platinum 
Phosphate Clamps; John B. Mangrum; Nicholas P. Farrell; 
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA 
LC/MS 
WP 167 Development and Application of 2D-LC-MS/MS in 
Clinical Diagnostics; Mary  Morr; Milan Patel; Andrew D 
Wagner; Russell P Grant; Esoterix/Labcorp, Inc., Calabasas 
Hills, CA 
WP 168 Experiences with the Quantitative Determination of 
Steroids by LC-MS/MS; Martijn Hilhorst; Nico van de 
merbel; Gert Hendriks; Eric van der Horst; PRA 
International -Early Development Services, Assen, 
Netherlands 
WP 169 Determination of Finasteride in Human Plasma by 
Liquid Chromatography with Mass-Spectrometric 
Detection; Xiaohong Chen1; Erin R.  Gardner2; Douglas K.  
Price1; William D.  Figg1; 1National Cancer Institute, NIH, 
Bethesda, MD; 2SAIC-Frederick, Inc., NCI-Frederick, 
Frederick, MD 
WP 170 Site Specific Quantification of Deamidation in 
Monoclonal Antibody by Peptide Mapping and Mass 
Spectrometry; Luke Bergerud; Michael Byrne; Thomas 
Spitznagel; Zhuchun Wu; Human Genome Sciences, Inc., 
Germantown, Maryland 
WP 171 Rapid Resolution of Pravastatin and its Isomers using 
Optimal Mobile Phase Composition with Traditional 
Reverse Phase Columns; Evgueni Fedorov; John 
Chapdelaine; Michel Coutu; Laurentiu Ciochina; Jean-
Francois Larocque; Michael Mancini; Warnex Bioanalytical 
Services, Inc., Laval, Canada 
WP 172 Optimization to Eliminate the Interference of Isomers for 
Measuring 1-O-ß Acyl Glucuronide Without Extensive 
Chromatographic Separation; J. Billy Akinsanya;  
Yongjun Xue; Steve Unger; Donglu Zhang; Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, Lawrenceville, NJ 
WP 173 The Impact of a Biomarker Strategy and LC/MS/MS 
Technology on the Advancement of a Drug Discovery 
Program; Kristina K Gueneva-boucheva; Pfizer Inc., Ann 
Arbor, MI 
WP 174 Determination of Isosorbide Dinitrate and Metabolites in 
Human Plasma using Negative Ion ESI-LC/MS/MS; 
James Creegan; Tianyi  Zhang; Bruce Hidy; Rand Jenkins; 
PPD, Richmond, VA 
WP 175 Evaluation of Celecoxib on the 3-sulfate-17-&Beta;-
estradiol / 17-sulfate-17-&Beta;-estradiol Ratio in Urine 
and Plasma by Liquid Chromatography-tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Austin Turner; University of Florida, 
Gainesville, FL 
WP 176 A Quantitative LC/MS/MS Method for the 
Determination of Intermediates in the Cholesterol 
Biosynthetic Pathway; Erick K Kindt; Pfizer, Ann Arbor, 
MI 
WP 177 Simultaneous Analysis of 19 Intracellular Metabolites 
using Liquid Chromatographic-electrospray Ionization- 
Tandem Mass Spectrometric Techniques; Jungju Seo1; 
Myung Hee  Nam1; Won Sik Lee2; 1Korea Basic Science 
Institute, Seoul, South Korea; 2CJ Corp, Seoul, South Korea 
WP 178 Determination of PT-630 in Rat Plasma by LC/MS/MS; 
Hongkun Liang1; Crystal  Nguyen1; Yongdong Zhu1; Jamie 
Zhao1; Yuan-Shek Chen1; Benjamin Chien1; Margaret J. 
Uprichard2; John  McCartney2; 1Quest Pharmaceutical 
Service, Newark, DE; 2Point Therapeutics, Inc., 155 Federal 
Street, Boston, MA 
WP 179 Investigating the Chromatographic Resolution of AZD 
and its Metabolites:  Comparison of HPLC, UPLC and 
Hot Water Chromatography using Mass Spectrometry; 
Steve  Hill; AstraZeneca, Alderley Edge, United Kingdom 
WP 180 Use of the Echo Peak Technique to Compensate for 
Matrix Effects in the LC-MS/MS Analysis of Beta-lactam 
Antibiotics; Katerina Mastovska; Alan R. Lightfield; USDA-
ARS-ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA 
WP 181 A Rapid Evaporation-Free Method for Simultaneous 
Determination of Raloxifene 4'- and 6- Glucuronides in 
Human EDTA Plasma by LC-MS/MS; Aimin Tan1; Jun 
Li1; Saleh Hussain1; Francois Vallee2; 1Anapharm Inc. 
(Richmond Hill), Toronto, Canada; 2Anapharm Inc. 
(Quebec), Quebec, Canada 
LC/MS SAMPLE PREPARATION 
WP 182 Automating the Preparation of Standard and Quality 
Control Samples in LC/MS/MS Bioanalysis with 
Reliability and Flexibility to Support Drug Discovery; 
Baomin Xin; Minjuan Wang; Timothy Olah; Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, Pennington, NJ 
WP 183 Sample Treatment Strategy and Optimization for Air 
Sensitive Transition Metal Complex using Atmospheric 
Pressure Chemical Ionization Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Jong Hee Song; Myung-Ahn Ok; Jong-Sok 
Hahn; SK Corporation R&D Center, Daejeon, Korea 
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WP 184 The Use of LCMS in Pseudo-mass Guided Preparative 
Chromatography Purification; Fernando Valle2; Mary D. 
Evenson1; Carlette Furr2; Lori K. Lawler2; Beth A. 
Lorsbach2; 1Kelly Scientific, Indianapolis, IN; 2Dow 
AgroSciences LLC., Indianapolis, IN 
WP 185 Quantitative Analysis of Rat Spinal Cord by Acoustic 
Homogenization and Liquid 
Chromatography/Electrospray Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Roger Pham; Philip Wong; Bernd Bruenner; 
Christopher James; Amgen, Inc., Thousand Oaks, CA 
WP 186 Rapid and Sensitive Gel-free Approach to Dissect 
Affinity Purified Protein Complexes by NanoLC-MSMS; 
Magno Junqueira; Andrej Shevchenko; Max Planck Institute 
of Molecular and Cell Biology, Dresden, Germany 
WP 187 Improving the MS Detection of Malachite Green in Fish 
Products using Automated on-line SPE coupled to 
LC/Ion Trap MS; Fredrick D.  Foster1; Carlos Gil1; Norbert 
Helle2; Martina Bohlje2; Juergen Wendt3; 1GERSTEL GmbH 
& Co.KG, Mülheim, Germany; 2TeLA GmbH Bremerhaven, 
Bremerhaven, Germany; 3Agilent Technologies Sales and 
Services GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany 
WP 188 Degradation Characterization of Antibody Constant 
Regions; Tammy Tuley; Eli Lilly, Indianapolis, IN 
WP 189 Development and Validation of a pH 9.0 HPLC-Tandem 
Mass Sspectrometric Method for the Quantitation of 
Compound-X in Human Plasma; Amy LaPaglia1; John J 
Chaber2; Hong Li1; Amy Mize1; 1ABC Laboratories, Inc., 
Columbia, MO; 2Indevus Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Lexington, 
MA 
WP 190 A Novel Method for Concentration Enrichment using an 
Autosampler; Dahai Dong; Ron Kong; Manuel Cajina; 
Gamini Chandrasena; Lundbeck Research USA, Paramus, 
NJ 
WP 191 Can Dispersive Solid Phase Extraction with On-line Solid 
Phase Extraction be used for Preparing Samples for 
LCMSMS Analysis; Stephen J. Lock1; Nick Byrd2; Nadine 
Anderson1; Daniel Leigh1; 1Applied Biosystems, Warrington, 
United Kingdom; 2Campden & Chorleywood Food Research 
Association, Chiping Campden, UK 
WP 192 Optimization of Mass Spectrometry Compatible 
Surfactants for Shotgun Proteomics; Emily Chen1; Daniel 
Cociorva1; Jeremy L. Norris2; John R. III Yates1; 1The 
Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA; 2Protein 
Discovery, Inc., Knoxville, TN 
MICROSCALE SEPARATIONS 
WP 193 Simplifying Capillary Electrophoresis-Mass 
Spectrometry Operation:  Eliminating Capillary 
Derivatization by Employing Self-Coating Background 
Electrolytes; Selynda Garza; Mehdi Moini; University of 
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 
WP 194 Free Flow Istachophoresis of Amino Acids in a 
Miniaturized Device with Electrospray Ionisation Mass 
Spectrometry; Victoria N. Stone; Sara J. Baldock; Laura A. 
Croasdell; Leonard A. Dillon; Peter R. Fielden; Nick J. 
Goddard; C.L. Paul Thomas; Bernard J. Treves Brown; The 
University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom 
WP 195 ROMP-Based Monolithic Capillary Columns as ESI-
interface for Fast and Sensitive LC-MS Analysis; 
Christina Gatschelhofer1; Agnes Mautner1; Christoph 
Magnes1; Michael R. Buchmeiser2; Thomas R. Pieber3; 
Frank M. Sinner1; 1Joanneum Research, Graz, Austria; 
2Leibniz Institute for Surface Modification e. V., Leipzig, 
Germany; 3Medical University Graz, Graz, Austria 
WP 196 Simultaneous Detection and Confirmation of 13 Tricyclic 
Antidepressant Agents by Capillary Electrophoresis-
tandem Mass Spectrometry; Xiaoqing Li1; Cornelius E 
Uboh1; Lawrence R Soma1; Fuyu Guan1; Rongfang Xu1; 
Jeffrey A Rudy2; Youwen You1; Jinwen Chen1; 1University 
of Pennsylvania School of Vet Med, Kennett Square, PA; 
2West Chester University, West Chester, PA 
WP 197 Separation, Modification, and Identification of 
Neuropeptides by Off-line Capillary Electrophoresis 
MALDI FTMS; Junhua Wang1; Ruibing Chen2; Stephanie 
S. DeKeyser2; Mingming  Ma1; Lingjun  Li1; 1School of 
Pharmacy, Univ. Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI; 
2Department of Chemistry, Univ.Wisconsin-Madison, 
Madison, WI 
WP 198 Integrating Mass Spectrometry with Surface Sampling 
Probes and Microfluidic Chips; Mariam S ElNaggar; 
Richard A Mathies; Evan R Williams; University of 
California, Berkeley, CA 
WP 199 Efficient Column-to-Column Coupling with Multiple 
Columns for Enhanced nLC-ESI-MS Separation; 
Christopher Toher; Adam W. Perala; Carla J. Marshall-
Waggett; Gary A. Valaskovic; New Objective, Inc., Woburn, 
MA 
WP 200 Expression Profiling and Identification of Histone 
Modifications in Response to HDAC Inhibitors using 
Integrated Microfluidic Devices; Anda Vintiloiu1; 
Christelle Pomiès1; Mihaela Ghitun1; Georges Gauthier2; 
Pierre Thibault1; 1Université de Montréal, Montreal, 
Canada; 2Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, Germany 
WP 201 CE-MS Analysis of Dilute Peptide Mixtures using On-
column, Pre-concentration Techniques utilizing Solgel 
and Polymer-Based Monoliths; Chun Jung Chen1; Selynda 
Garza1; Chitra K. Ratnayake2; Mehdi  Moini1; 1University of 
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX; 2Beckman Coulter, Inc., 
Fullerton, CA 
WP 202 Interfacing Low-flow Separation Techniques to Mass 
Spectrometry using a Porous Tip; Mehdi Moini; 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 
WP 203 Fully Integrated and Microfabricated, Polymer-Based 
CZE-ESI Microchip for High Throughput MS Analysis; 
Tiina M. Sikanen1; Santeri Tuomikoski2; Raimo A. Ketola1; 
Risto Kostiainen1; Sami Franssila2; Tapio Kotiaho1; 
1University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; 2Helsinki 
University of Technology, Helsinki, Finland 
WP 204 Phosphoproteomics on a Microfluidic-Mass 
Spectrometry Analysis Platform; Abdulilah A Dawoud; 
Jenny M Armenta; Iuliana M Lazar; Virginia Bioinformatics 
Institute at Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS:  METHODS 
WP 205 GC-microchip APCI-MS and GC-microchip APPI-MS 
Methods for the Analysis of PCBs; Laura Luosujärvi1; 
Mika-Matti Karikko1; Markus Haapala1; Ville Saarela2; 
Sami Franssila2; Raimo Ketola1; Risto Kostiainen1; Tapio 
Kotiaho1; 1University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; 
2Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo, Finland 
WP 206 Development of a Multi-residue Analytical Method  for 
the Determination of Multiple-class Pharmaceuticals by 
Advanced LC- tandem Mass Spectrometry (Qq-LIT); 
Meritxell Gros; IIQAB-CSIC, Barcelona, Spain 
WP 207 The Use of GCxGC MS for Biomarker Identification in 
Vertebrate and Invertebrate Species Exposed to Various 
Environmental Stressors; Kimberly J. Ralston-Hooper1; 
Stephanie Baker1; Amber Hopf2; Jiri Adamec2; Xiang 
Zhang2; Maria Sepulveda1; 1Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN; 2Bindley BioScience Center, West Lafayette, 
IN 
WP 208 A Multi-Residue Method for the Analysis of Insecticides 
Collected on Cotton Surface Wipes; Matthew S. Clifton; 
Daniel M. Stout II; US Environmental Protection Agency, 
Research Triangle Park, NC 
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WP 209 Analysis of Matrix Effects for LDMS Quantification of 
Fullerenes in Rock Extracts; Fiona Plows1; Matthew  
Hammond2; 1Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Fremont, CA; 
2Stanford University, Stanford, CA 
WP 210 Method Optimization for Quantitation of 
Decabromodiphenyl Ethers in Sediments by Liquid 
Chromatography/Atmospheric Pressure Photoionization 
Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Wang-hsien Ding; National 
Central University, Chung-Li, Taiwan 
WP 211 Optimization of GC×GC/TOFMS with Automated Direct 
Sample Introduction for Analysis of 17 Dioxins/Furans 
and Related Compounds; Eunha Hoh; Katerina Mastovska; 
Steven J. Lehotay; USDA, ARS, ERRC, Wyndmoor, PA 
WP 212 Polychlorinated Biphenyl Ethers (PCDE) and 
Chlorinated Biphenylols (hydroxy-PCBs) are 
Interferences in Determination of Polychlorinated 
Dibenzofuran Concentrations using EPA Methods; 
Vyachesav N. Fishman; Gregory D. Martin; Lester L. 
Lamparski; Michael Wilken; The Dow Chemical Company, 
Midland, MI 
WP 213 Direct & Rapid Measurement of Organic hazardous 
Additives in Resin by Ion Attachment Mass 
Spectrometry with Fragment-free Ionization; Harumi 
Maruyama; Megumi Nakamura; Yasuyuki Taneda; Yoshiro 
Shiokawa; Canon ANELVA Technix Corp, Fuchu-shi, Tokyo, 
Japan 
WP 214 Determination of Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers in 
Maternal Serum and Cord Blood Samples using One-
Step Accelerated Solvent Extraction and GC/EI-MSMS; 
Cariton Kubwabo; Brian Stewart; Health Canada, Ottawa, 
ON, Canada 
WP 215 New Methods for the Speciation of Plutonium under 
Environmental Conditions; Razvan Aurel Dr. Buda; 
Institut für Kernchemie, University Mainz, Mainz, Germany 
WP 216 Determining Proton-Transfer Reaction Rate Constants 
for Volatile Organic Compounds using the Protonated 
Acetone Reagent; Jeremy A. Felton; Karen S. Wendling; 
Gary L. Glish; The University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 
WP 217 A Novel Rapid Automated Screening Analysis using 
Solid Phase Microextraction and a Novel Ionization 
Source; Scott Harrison1; Elizabeth  Crawford 2; 1Leap 
Technologies, Carrboro, NC; 2IonSense, Saugus, MA 
WP 218 Nanoelectrospray Ionization High-Field Asymmetric 
Waveform Ion mobility Spectrometry with Q-TOF Mass 
Spectrometry for Identification of Nitrosamines in 
Water; Yuan-yuan Zhao1; Xin Liu2; Jianjun Li2; Xing-Fang 
Li1; 1University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada; 2National 
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada 
WP 219 Applying an Effect-Directed Strategy for the 
Identification of Previously Unrecognized Toxic 
Chemicals in Sediments; Sara J. Lupton1; Raymond C. 
Vaughn2; Diana S. Aga1; Troy D. Wood1; 1State University 
of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; 2New York State 
Attorney General's Office, Buffalo, NY 
WP 220 Generating Reagent Ions using Pulsed Glow Discharge 
for Selected-Ion Chemical Ionization in a Quadrupole 
Ion Trap; Karen S. Wendling; Gary L. Glish; The 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, 
NC 
WP 221 Comprehensive Studies on Bulk Laser Ablation 
Combined with Sector Field High-Resolution ICP-MS; 
Jerzy Mierzwa; University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 
WP 222 Various Characteristics of the Mass Spectra from an 
Isotopic Analysis of Microparticles by using a Laser 
Ablation/Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Kyuseok Song; 
In-hee Choi; Jong-yun Kim; Hyeong yeol Pyo; Hee-soo 
Yoo; Won Ho Kim; Kwang Yong Jee; Korea Atomic Energy 
Research Ins, Daejeon, South Korea 
WP 223 Solvent Effects during Characterization of Naphthenic 
Acid Mixtures using Nanospray Fourier Transform Ion 
Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry; Mark P. 
Barrow1; Kerry M. Peru2; John V. Headley2; Peter J. 
Derrick1; 1University of Warwick, Coventry, United 
Kingdom; 2Environment Canada, Saskatoon, Canada 
WP 224 Fast Analysis of Ordnance-Related Compounds and 
Agricultural Chemicals in Water with Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization (DESI); Christopher C. Mulligan; 
Robert J. Noll; R. Graham Cooks; Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN 
WP 225 Ambient Air Measurements of BTX and 
Trimethybenzenes in Urban and Industrial Areas in 
Ontario using Mobile TAGA Mass Spectrometry; 
Nicholas S. Karellas; Andy C. Ng; Qing-Feng Chen; Ontario 
Ministry of the Environment, Toronto, Canada 
WP 226 Using Automated GC/MS Deconvolution to Find Trace 
Targets in Complex Matrices; Chin-kai Meng; Phillip L. 
Wylie; Mike Szelewski; Agilent Technologies, Wilmington, 
DE 
WP 227 Hand-portable Mass Spectrometer Characterized for 
Analysis of Aqueous Trace Level Contaminants; Robert J. 
Noll1; Adam D. Keil1; Heriberto Hernandez1; Christian 
Janfelt2; R. Graham Cooks1; 1Purdue University, West 
Lafayette, IN; 2Copenhagen University, Copenhagen, 
Denmark 
FORENSICS 
WP 228 Quantitative Analysis of Fourteen Benzodiazepines 
Listed by the Society of Forensic Toxicology using Liquid 
Chromatography – Mass Spectrometry; Ekaterina  
Torchilin; Marta  Kozak; Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, 
CA 
WP 229 A Rapid and Efficient MS Method for the Analysis of 
HMX, RDX, and TNT using Laser Diode Thermal 
Desorption (LDTD)-MS/MS; Pierre Picard1; Hélène 
Gagnon2; Louis-Simon Lussier2; Patrice Tremblay1; 
1Phytronix Technologies, Quebec, Canada; 2DRDC 
Valcartier, Quebec, Canada 
WP 230 Direct-Injection Mass Spectrometric Method for the 
Identification of Fentanyl and 2H5-Fentanyl in Urine; 
Cody J. Peer1; Islam R. Younis1; Diaa M. Shakleya2; James 
C. Kraner3; Patrick S. Callery1; 1West Virginia University, 
Morgantown, WV; 2NIDA, Baltimore, MD; 3Office of the 
Chief Medical Examiner, Charleston, WV 
WP 231 Detection of Human Remains Compounds Emanating 
from Clandestine Burial sites by High Surface Area Solid 
Phase Microextraction Sampling with GC/MS; Laura 
Conner1; Robbie Wheeler3; Michael  Stevens3; Nishan  
Dulgerian4; Rex Stockham4; Brian  Eckenrode1; 1Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, CFSRU, Quantico, VA; 2Oak Ridge 
Institute for Science and Education, Oak Ridge, TN; 
3Uniformed Services University of the Health Scienc, 
Bethesda, MD; 4Federal Bureau of Investigation, ERTU, 
Quantico, VA 
WP 232 Accurate Mass and Isotopic Pattern Based Routine Drug 
Screening in Horse Urine using Liquid 
Chromatography/Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometry; 
Matthias Pelzing1; Geoff Beresford2; Rob Howitt1; Ian 
Sanders3; 1Bruker Biosiences Pty Ltd, Brunswick, 
AUSTRALIA; 2New Zealand Racing Laboratory Services,, 
Auckland, New Zealand; 3Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany 
WP 233 Characterization of Explosive Compounds using an Ion 
Mobility Spectrometer with High-Field Asymmetric 
Waveform Ion Mobility Spectrometry/Mass 
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Spectrometry; Jared J. Boock; Alex  Wu; Richard A. Yost; 
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 
WP 234 Quantitation of Ink-Jet Printed Explosives Standards 
using Gas Chromatography Negative Ion Chemical 
Ionization Mass Spectrometry (GC/NCI-MS); Marcela C 
Najarro; National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
Gaithersburg, MD 
WP 235 Concept for Facilitating Rapid Analyst-mediated 
Interpretation of Qualitative Chromatographic-mass 
spectral Data: An Alternative to Manual Examination of 
Extracted Ion Chromatograms; Chad R. Borges; Arizona 
State University, Tempe, AZ 
WP 236 Electrospray-Ionization Mass Spectrometry for 
Elucidation of Variation in Human Short Tandem 
Repeats; Thomas A. Hall1; Kristin A. Sannes-Lowery1; 
Amy S. Schink1; Theodore D. Anderson2; Steven 
Hofstadler1; 1Ibis Biosciences, Carlsbad, CA; 2Armed Forces 
DNA Identification Laboratory, Rockville, MD 
WP 237 Simultaneous Identification of Benzodiazepines using 
Liquid Chromatography Electrospray Ionization Mass 
Spectrometry; Yuriy Uvaydov; U.S. Drug Enforcement 
Adminstration, New York, NY 
WP 238 THC and THC-acid in Saliva utilizing FAIMS-HSRM-
Hyperbaric LC with  Quantum Access for Rapid 
Quantitation of Low Level Intoxication; Joyce Ho1; 
Angela  Springfield1; Jamie Humphries2; Lawrence  Lee2; 
1Tarrant County Medical Examiners Office, Fort Worth, TX; 
2Thermo Fisher, Fort Worth, tX 
WP 239 Characterization of Host’s Proteins and Lipids in 
Experimentally Fed Amblyomma americanum Ticks using 
Mass Spectrometry; Samanthi I Wickramasekara1; Jonas 
Bunikis2; Amy Coyle1; Yimin Hua1; Alan Barbour2; Vicki 
Wysocki1; 1University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ; 2University of 
California Irvine, Irvine , CA 
WP 240 The Analysis of Cocaine-N-oxide and Other Cocaine 
Metabolites in Hair by LC/MS to Discriminate between 
Cocaine Ingestion and Environmental Exposure; Brandi 
Clelland Vann1; Madeline Montgomery2; Mark Miller3; 1FBI 
Laboratory, Visiting Scientist Program, Quantico, VA; 2FBI 
Laboratory, Chemistry Unit, Quantico , VA; 3FBI 
Laboratory, CFSRU, Quantico, VA 
WP 241 LC-MS/MS Strategies for Detection of Counterfeit 
Drugs; Robert Ellis; Takeo Sakuma; Applied 
Biosystems/MDS SCIEX, Concord, Canada 
WP 242 From Automotive Paints to Pens:  Analysis of Pigments 
by Laser Desorption Mass Spectrometry; John Allison; 
Sylwia Stachura; Kaitlin Papson; The College of New Jersey, 
Ewing, NJ 
WP 243 Microwave-assisted Derivatization Combined with Gas 
Chromatography-mass Spectrometry for Determination 
of Amphetamines in Urine; Li-Wen Chung; Shen-Han 
Hong; Geng-Jhih Liu; Zu-Guang Li; Maw-rong Lee; 
National Chung-Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan 
WP 244 Additive Enhancement for DART (Direct Analysis Real 
Time) Ionization of Analytes of Forensic Interest; Jeffrey 
N. Leibowitz; Jay A. Clark; Lisa G. Schumacher; David A. 
McCollam; Marc A. LeBeau; FBI Laboratory, Quantico, VA 
WP 245 LC-MS/MS Method for Confirmation of Recombinant 
Human EPO and Darbepoetin Alpha in Equine Plasma; 
Fuyu Guan1; Cornelius Uboh2; Lawrence Soma1; Eric 
Birks1; Jinwen Chen1; Youwen You1; Fran Xu1; Gustave 
Mbuy3; 1University of Pennsylvania, Kennett Square, PA; 
2PA Equine Toxicology & Research Center, West Chester, 
PA; 3West Chester University, West Chester, PA 
HIGH THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS / ROBOTICS I 
WP 246 Cross Validation of High Throughput Technology 
(LDTD model S960) with the Classic LC/MS/MS 
Analysis using Testosterone as Test Drug; Serge Auger1; 
Pierre Picard2; Patrice Tremblay2; Patrice Arcand1; François 
Vallée1; 1Anapharm Inc., Québec, Canada; 2Phytronix, 
Québec, Québec, Canada 
WP 247 Online Monitoring of Homogeneous Catalyst Mediated 
Substrate Conversion in Condensed Phase by Mass 
Spectrometry; Cornelius T. Martha; Johannes G. Krabbe; 
Wilfried M. A. Niessen; Hubertus Irth; Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
WP 248 A Reliable Protocol for the Evaluation of LC-MS/MS 
using Multiplexing Technology to Increase Sample 
Throughput in Regulated Environments (Part 2); Valérie 
Vincent1; Yanick Bouchard2; Annik Bergeron1; Alex 
Rudofilove1; Troy Bradley1; Fabio Garofolo1; 1Algorithme 
Pharma Inc., Laval (Montreal) - QC, Canada; 2OptimiLab, 
Mirabel - QC,  Canada 
WP 249 A Systematic Online SPE-LC-MS/MS Method 
Development Strategy for the Analysis of Biological 
Samples; Rob Castien; Martin Sibum; Emile Koster; Spark 
Holland Inc., Plainsboro, NJ 
WP 250 A Centralized and Automated Sample Preparation 
Approach Utilizing the Hamilton MicroLab Star for 
Analysis via LC/MS/MS; Emily Hudson1; 1Pfizer, Ann 
Arbor, MI; 2Pfizer Global Research and Developement, Ann 
Arbor, MI 
WP 251 Screening and Selection of Lead Compounds from 
Combinatorial Sets of Cyclic Peptide Libraries by 
MALDI-TOF and Ion-trap Mass Spectrometry; 
Bernadette Cusack1; Peteris Romanovskis2; Joseph L. 
Johnson3; Leilani Sonoda1; Terrone Rosenberry1; 1Mayo 
Clinic, Jacksonville, FL; 2University of Louisville, 
Louisville, KY; 3University of Minnesota, Duluth, MN 
WP 252 Automated, High-Throughput Method Development for 
Multiple Analytes using Turboflow Online Extraction- 
MS/MS; Lisa Ford; Ryan Randolph; Michael Zhou; 
Scynexis, Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC 
WP 253 An Automated High Throughput Approach to 
Permeability Screening using MDCK Monolayers and 
Rapid LC/MS/MS Analysis; Christopher Borton1; Peadar 
Cremin2; Mark Warren2; Ying Bao2; Manping Ji2; Kerry 
Koller2; Quincey Wu2; Loren Olson1; 1Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, CA; 2Xenoport Inc., Santa Clara, CA 
WP 254 Optimized DMPK Sample Throughput and Quality:  
NanoMate and Automaton to Group Discovery 
Compounds based on Experimentally-determined 
Analytical Characteristics; Elizabeth A. Mahan; Neal 
Dube; Kristin Geddes; Suzie Yeh; King Rick; Carmen 
Fernandez-Metzler; Merck & Co., West Point, PA 
WP 255 Automatic Derivatization Coupled with Gas 
Chromatography-Chemical Ionization Mass 
spectrometry for the Analysis of Fatty Acids in Food 
Samples; Mr. Roger Gibert1; Mrs. Nieves Sarrión1; Mr. José 
Antonio Muñoz2; Mrs. Ariadna Galve2; Mr. Josep Maria 
Gibert3; 1KONIK-TECH, S.A., Sant Cugat del Vallés, Spain; 
2IKAI, Institut d’Analitica Industrial, Sant Cugat del Vallés, 
Spain; 3konik Instruments Inc., Miami, FL 
WP 256 Rugged Protocol for the Evaluation of LC-MS/MS On-
line Extraction Technology in Regulated Environments 
(Part 1); Louis-Philippe  Morin1; Yanick Bouchard2; Annik 
Bergeron1; Alex Rudofilove1; Troy Bradley1; Fabio 
Garofolo1; 1Algorithme Pharma Inc., Laval (Montreal), QC, 
Canada; 2OptimiLab, Mirabel , QC, Canada 
WP 257 Mouse PK-profiles Derived from Small Volume Plasma 
Samples with Automated Sample Preparation on Robot 
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and LC-MS/MS Analysis; Stefan Martinsson; Ulrika 
Määttä; Jan Neelissen; Eivor Eklund; AstraZeneca, 
Södertälje, Sweden 
BIOINFORMATICS:  DATA PROCESSING 
WP 258 The Effects of Precursor and Fragment Ion Mass 
Accuracy on the Peptide False Positive Rates of Shotgun 
Proteomic Data; Punit Shah; Lin Lin; James Atwood III; 
Ron Orlando; Complex carbohydarate Research center, 
Athens, GA 
WP 259 Precision Enhancement of MALDI-TOF Spectrometry 
using High Resolution Peak Detection and Label-Free 
Alignment; Maureen B. Tracy1; Haijian Chen1; Dennis 
Weaver1; Dariya I. Malyarenko1; Maciek Sasinowski2; Lisa 
H. Cazares3; Richard R.  Drake3; O. John Semmes3; Eugene  
R. Tracy1; Dennis Manos1; William E.  Cooke1; 1College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA; 2INCOGEN, Inc., 
Williamsburg, VA; 3Eastern Virginia Medical School, 
Norfolk, VA 
WP 260 Keeping up with MALDI: Software Functions to Support 
MALDI QQQ MRM Quantitation; Paul M Brennan; 
Sidonia Tita; Robert J Tromp; Pauline J Vollmerhaus; Feng 
Zhong; Applied Biosystems / MDS Sciex, Concord, Ontario, 
Canada 
WP 261 Improving Protein Identification Sensitivity by 
Combining MS and MS/MS Information for Shotgun 
Proteomics using LTQ-Orbitrap High Mass Accuracy 
Data; Bingwen Lu; Akira Motoyama; Cristian Ruse; John 
Venable; John R. Yates; The Scripps Research Institute, La 
Jolla, CA 
WP 262 Software for the Determination of Backbone Amide 
Deuterium Levels from H/D Exchange MS Data; Bruce 
D. Pascal; Michael J. Chalmers; Scott A. Busby; Christopher 
C. Mader; Mark R. Southern; Nicholas F. Tsinoremas; 
Patrick R. Griffin; The Scripps Research Institute, Jupiter, 
FL 
WP 263 Beyond Mass Accuracy: the Neglected Role of Spectral 
Accuracy in Mass Spectrometry; Yongdong Wang; Ming 
Gu; Don  Kuehl; Cerno Bioscience, Danbury, CT 
WP 264 Fractional Averagine: Improved Modeling of Isotope 
Distributions for Peak Picking; Bernhard Y. Renard1; 
Marc Kirchner1; Judith A. J. Steen2; Hanno Steen2; Fred A. 
Hamprecht1; 1University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, 
Germany; 2Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
WP 265 Improved Candidate Peptide Generation using a 
Precomputed Peptide Database; Christopher Park; Aaron 
Klammer; William Stafford Noble; University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA 
WP 266 Wavelet-Based Two-dimensional Peak Detection for 
spectrometric Data; Sabine Bader1; Wolfgang Urfer2; Jörg 
I. Baumbach1; 1ISAS - Institute for Analytical Sciences, 
Dortmund, Germany; 2Department of Statistics, University 
Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany  
WP 267 Comparison of Different Algorithms for Determining 
Peptide Abundance Ratios in  Online LC Based 
Proteomics Experiments; Kiriko Kamiya1; Jessica  
Bereszczak1; Michael May1; Francesco Brancia1; Simon 
Ashton2; John Warrander2; 1SRL, Manchester, United 
Kingdom; 2Shimadzu ISS, Mancheter, UK 
WP 268 Signal Processing Optimization Over 105 m/z for 
MALDI-TOF Protein Spectra of Blood Serum; Haijian 
Chen1; Dasha I. Malyarenko1; Maureen Tracy1; Christine L. 
Bunai1; Karl W. Kushcher1; Maciek Sasinowski3; Lisa H. 
Cazares2; Richard R. Drake2; Eugene R.  Tracy1; Dennis M.  
Manos1; O. John Semmes2; William E. Cooke1; 1College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA; 2Eastern Virginia 
Medical School, Norfolk, VA; 3INCOGEN Inc., 
Williamsburg, VA 
WP 269 A Semi-supervised Machine Learning Technique for 
Peptide Identification from Shotgun Proteomics 
Datasets; Lukas Käll1; Jesse Canterbury1; Jason Weston2; 
William Stafford Noble1; Michael MacCoss1; 1University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA; 2NEC Research, Princeton, NJ 
WP 270 Capturing More Information from Every Shotgun 
Proteomics Experiment by carefully Considering Non-
tryptic Peptides; Haixu Tang; Pedro Alves; Randy J. 
Arnold; Quanhu Sheng; Predrag Radivojac; Indiana 
University, Bloomington, IN 
WP 271 Processing of LC-MS/MS Spectra – Database Search 
Enhancement; Ilan Vidavsky; Washington University, St 
Louis, MO 
WP 272 Dynamically Trained Support Vector Regression of 
Chromatographic Retention Time Improves Peptide 
Identification; Aaron Klammer; Xianhua Yi; Michael J. 
MacCoss; William Stafford Noble; University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA 
WP 273 Measuring Run-to-Run Variations in LC/MS and 
Undersampling in LC/MS-MS Experiments; Xinjian Yan; 
Stephen E. Stein; NIST, Gaithersburg, MD 
WP 274 MS Peak Picking and Analysis Tools; Tom Patterson; 
Hanno Steen; Childrens Hospital, Boston, MA 
WP 275 Novel Protein Identification and Quantification 
Algorithms for Multiplexed LC-MS Data to Enable 
Simultaneous Qualitative and Quantitative Proteomics; 
Guo-zhong Li; Dan Golick; Barry  Dyson; Jeffrey C. Silva; 
Johannes P. C.  Vissers; Craig Dorschel; Marc V. 
Gorenstein; Scott J.  Geromanos; Waters Corporation, 
Milford, MA 
WP 276 Singular Value Decomposition for MS/MS Feature 
Detection and Peptide Fragmentation Modeling; Matthew 
J Sniatynski; Jason  Rogalski; Juergen Kast; The Biomedical 
Research Centre (UBC), Vancouver, Canada 
WP 277 Investigation into the Qualitative and Quantitative 
Capabilities of a Database Search Algorithm for 
Alternate Scanning Multiplexed LC-MS Proteomics 
Data; Johannes P.C. Vissers1; Guo-Zhong Li2; Catalin E.  
Doneanu2; Dan  Golick2; Barry  Dyson1; James I. 
Langridge1; Marc V. Gorenstein2; Jeffrey C. Silva2; Scott J. 
Geromanos2; 1Waters Corporation - MS Technologies 
Center, Manchester, United Kingdom; 2Waters Corporation, 
Life Sciences R&D, Milford, MA 
WP 278 Fast and Accurate Determination of Isotopic Clusters 
and Monoisotopic Masses of Polypeptides from Fourier 
Transform Mass Spectra; Kunsoo Park1; Joo Young 
Yoon1; Sunho Lee1; Eunok Paek2; Heejin Park3; Sang-Won 
Lee4; 1Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea; 
2Uinversity of Seoul, Seoul, South Korea; 3Hanyang 
University, Seoul, South Korea; 4Korea University, Seoul, 
South Korea 
WP 279 Advances and Insights from the Use of Physical and 
Experimental Fragmentation Models for the 
Identification of Peptides from MS/MS; William Cannon; 
Douglas J. Baxter; Bobbie-Jo Webb-Robertson; Julia Laskin; 
Danny J. Taasevigen; Pacific NW National Lab, Richland, 
WA 
WP 280 DeconMSn– A Software Tool for Determination of 
Accurate Monoisotopic Masses of Parent Ions of Tandem 
Mass Spectra; Anoop M. Mayampurath; Navdeep Jaitly; 
Samuel O. Purvine; Matthew E Monroe; Kenneth J. 
Auberry; Joshua N. Adkins; Richard D. Smith; Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, WA 
WP 281 A Statistical Model for Improving Probability Scores of 
Coupled MS2 and MS3  Mass Spectrometry Data; Peter J. 
Ulintz1; Bernd Bodenmiller2; Ruedi Aebersold2; Philip C. 
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Andrews1; Alexey I. Nesvizhskii1; 1University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, MI; 2ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland 
WP 282 A Sparse Regression Approach for Deconvolution, 
Deisotoping, and Quantification of Multicomponent 
Mass Spectra; Marc Kirchner1; Bernhard Y Renard1; Linus 
Goerlitz1; Hanno Steen2; Judith AJ Steen2; Fred A 
Hamprecht1; 1University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, 
Germany; 2Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
WP 283 Clustering Millions of Tandem Mass Spectra; Ari Frank; 
Zhouxin Shen; Steve Briggs; Pavel Pevzner; University of 
California, San Diego, CA 
WP 284 Periodic Noise Removal from MS Data – Algorithm and 
Applications; Lyle Burton; Gordana Ivosev; Ron Bonner; 
MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada 
WP 285 The Concept of "Eigenpeaks" in the Analysis and 
Storage of Proteomic Data; Matthias Wilm; Sven 
Fraterman; Marc Gentzel; EMBL, Heidelberg, Germany 
WP 286 Using Matlab to Automate Maxent Electrospray 
Deconvolution, in an Investigation of the Role of Zinc-
deficient SOD in Lou Gehrig's Disease; Linda K. 
DeNoyer1; Keith E. Nylin2; Joseph S. Beckman2; 1Spectrum 
Square Associates, Ithaca, NY; 2Linus Pauling Institute, 
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 
WP 287 A New Algorithm for Determining a Charge State of a 
Peptide Tandem Mass Spectrum; Seungjin Na1; Eunok 
Paek1; 1Univ. of Seoul, Seoul, South Korea; 2University of 
Seoul, Seoul, Korea 
CARBOHYDRATES & OLIGOSACCHARIDES III 
WP 288 Synthesis and Mass Spectrometric Analysis of 
Fluorocarbon-Modified Fungal Glycosphingolipids; 
Emma A. Arigi; Yunsen Li; Sherry A. Castle; Steven B. 
Levery; University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 
WP 289 Tissue-Based Glycomics using Stable Isotope Labels and 
Normal Phase LC-Tandem MS; Alicia Hitchcock; 
Catherine E. Costello; Joseph Zaia; Boston University, 
Boston, MA 
WP 290 Improvement of Oligosaccharide and Glycopeptide 
Analyses by using an Ionic Liquid Matrix; Yuko 
Fukuyama; Shuuichi Nakaya; Yuzo Yamazaki; Koichi 
Tanaka; Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan 
WP 291 Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Intact 
Lipooligosaccharide from Campylobacter jejuni: The 
First Direct Evidence for O-acetylated Sialic Acid and O-
Glycine; Monika Dzieciatkowska1; Denis  Brochu1; Hubert 
P. Endtz2; Nobuhiro  Yuki3; R. Scott  Houliston1; James C.  
Richards1; Michel  Gilbert1; Jianjun Li1; 1National Research 
Council Canada, Ottawa, Canada; 2Erasmus University 
Medical Center Rotterdam,  Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 
3Dokkyo Medical University School of Medicine, Tochigi, 
Japan 
WP 292 The Utility of Multiplexed Stable Isotopic Labeling of 
Carbohydrates and Quantitative Analysis by Mass 
Spectrometry; Michael Bowman; Joseph Zaia; Boston 
University School of Medicine, Boston, MA 
WP 293 New approaches for the structural characterization of a 
complex, sulfated oligosaccharide fraction isolated from 
human salivary MUC5b; Sarah Robinson1; Akraporn  
Prakobphol1; Rachel Martin2; H. Ewa Witkowska3; Steve C. 
Hall3; Susan J. Fisher1; 1Department of Cell and Tissue 
Biology, UCSF, San Francisco, CA; 2Shimadzu-Biotech, 
Manchester, UK; 3BRC Mass Spectrometry Facility, UCSF, 
San Francisco, CA 
WP 294 Structural & Quantitaive Analysis of (Prebiotic) Human 
Milk and Dietetic Oligosaccharides in a mixture by 
Negative Ion Mode ESI-LC-MS/MS; Marko  Mank1; 
Jianru Stahl-Zeng2; Günther Boehm3; Bernd Stahl1; 1Numico 
Research Germany, 61381 Friedrichsdorf, Germany; 
2Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany; 3Sophia 
Childrens's Hospital Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands 
WP 295 Characterization of Man-6-P in Lysosomal Enzymes by 
Tandem Mass Spectrometry; May Joy Contado-Miller; 
Philip Savickas; Shire Human Genetic Therapies, 
Cambridge, MA 
WP 296 Characterization of in vivo Intermediates of the Bacterial 
N-linked Protein Glycosylation by Affinity 
Chromatography and Mass Spectrometry; Jacek Stupak1; 
Christopher  Reid1; Mark M. Chen2; Barbara Imperiali2; 
Christine M. Szymanski1; Jianjun Li1; 1National Research 
Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada; 2Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
WP 297 Methodology and Characterization of Non-Covalent 
Protein Bound Heparin Oligosaccharides by Mass 
SpectrometryReplace this with your title; Hicham Naimy; 
Nancy Leymarie; Joseph  Zaia; Boston Univeristy School of 
Medicine, Boston, MA 
WP 298 Glycomic Studies of Glycosaminoglycans from Rat 
Tissues by LC-MS and CE-LIF Analysis; Xiaofeng Shi; 
Joseph Zaia; Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, 
MA 
WP 299 Quantitative Isobaric Labeling for Isomeric Glycan 
Analysis; Lei Cheng; James A. Atwood; Gerardo Alvarez-
Manilla; William S.  York; Ron Orlando; University of 
Georgia, Athens, GA 
WP 300 Identification of Isobaric Carbohydrates using Two-
dimensional Ion Mobility Time-of-flight Mass 
Spectrometry Techniques; Ruwan T. Kurulugama; David 
E. Clemmer; Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 
WP 301 A Novel LC/MS/MS/MS Method for the Determination 
of 1,5-Anhydroglucitol in Human Urine; Joelle Onorato; 
Robert A. Langish; Petia Shipkova; Mark  Sanders; Jae 
Kwagh; Sanjoy Dutta; Bristol-Myers Squibb, Princeton, NJ 
WP 302 High Performance Profiling and Quantitation of 
Oligosaccharides in Human Milk using Microfluidic 
Chips with High Mass Accuracy Mass Analyzer; Milady 
R. Ninonuevo1; Patrick D.  Perkins2; Jimi Francis3; Riccardo 
G. LoCascio1; David A. Mills1; Samara L. Freeman1; J. 
Bruce German1; Rudolf Grimm2; Carlito B. Lebrilla1; 
1University of California, Davis, CA; 2Agilent Technologies, 
Santa Clara, CA; 3University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 
CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
WP 303 Blood Serum Profiling of Complex Glycans: a Potential 
Diagnostic/Prognostic Tool for Breast Cancer; Zuzana 
Kyselova1; Yehia  Mechref1; Pilsoo  Kang1; John A. Goetz1; 
Lacey E. Dobrolecki2; George Sledge3; Lauren  Schnaper4; 
Robert J. Hickey2; Linda H. Malkas3; Milos V.  Novotny1; 
1National Center for Glycomics and Glycoproteomics, 
Bloomington, IN; 2Department of Medicine, IU School of 
Medicine, Indianapolis, IN; 3Indiana University Cancer 
Center, Indianapolis, IN; 4Breast Cancer Center, Greater 
Baltimore MD Center, Baltimore, MD 
WP 304 An Automated Assay for High Throughput 
Quantification of 17α-OH-progesterone in Human 
Serum; Valdemir M. Carvalho1; Odete H. Nakamura1; José 
G.H. Vieira1; 1Fleury S.A., São Paulo, Brazil; 2Fleury 
Institute, São Paulo, Brazil 
WP 305 Optimization of a Method for Quantitative Amino Acid 
Analysis of Physiological Samples by LC/MS/MS using 
iTRAQ™ Reagents; Scott B. Daniels1; Bruno Casetta3; 
Subodh Nimkar2; Subhasish Purkayastha1; 1Applied 
Biosystems MA, Framingham, MA; 2Applied Biosystems CA, 
Foster City, CA; 3Applied Biosystems Italy, Monza, Italy 
WP 306 On-line SPE-LC-MS/MS Method for Free Thyronines in 
Serum; Bingfang Yue2; Alan L. Rockwood1; Williams L. 
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Roberts3; Mark M. Kushnir2; A. Wayne Meikle4; 1ARUP 
Laboratories, Salt Lake City, UT; 2ARUP R&D Institute, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 3Department of Pathology, University of 
Utah, Salt Lake City, UT; 4Departments of Medicine, 
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 
WP 307 Investigation of High Background Interference in an LC-
ESI-MS/MS Assay of Salicylate; Dale  Schoener; Jim 
Lehman; Patrick Lin; Alta Analytical Laboratory, El Dorado 
Hills, CA 
WP 308 Analysis of Leukotriene B4 in Human Atherosclerotic 
Plaque Extracts; Xiaoyao (XY) Xiao; Gloria Lazar; Derek 
L.  Chappell; Andrew Plump; Wesley K. Tanaka; Merck, 
Rahway, NJ 
WP 309 Advanced Applications of LC-MS/MS in Clinical 
Diagnostics; Milan Patel; Andrew D Wagner; Mary Morr; 
Russell P Grant; Esoterix/Labcorp, Calabasas Hills, CA 
WP 310 MS Assays for the Multiplex Determination of 
Uroporphyrinogen Decarboxylase and Coporphyrinogen 
Oxidase Activity in Human Blood; Yuesong Wang;  
Frantisek  Turecek; Michael H. Gelb; C. Ronald Scott; 
University of Washington, Seattle, WA 
WP 311 Metabolic Profiling of Amino Acids in Urine using CE-
ESI-TOF-MS; Oleg Mayboroda2; Rico Derks2; Gabriela 
Zurek1; Matthias Pelzing3; Christian Neusuess4; Andree 
Deelder2; 1Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany; 
2LUMC, Leiden, Netherlands; 3Bruker Daltonics Australia, 
Melbourne, Australia; 4HTW Aalen, Aalen, Germany 
WP 312 Isotopically-labeled Amino Acids Showing Non-ideal 
Mass Spectrometric Response Factors; Thomas F. 
Dorsey1; Timothy J. Eckersley1; Donald H. Chace2; 
Christopher A. Crafts1; 1Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 
Andover, MA; 2Pediatrix Screening, Bridgeville, PA 
WP 313 Plasmalogens, a New Class of Biomarkers for Ovarian 
Cancer Detection; Lian Shan1; Lorelei Davis1; Stanley L. 
Hazen2; 1Frantz BioMarkers, Mentor, OH; 2Cleveland clinic 
Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio 
WP 314 Detection and Quantification of Dehydroepiandosterone 
in Human Serum by Liquid Chromatography- APCI-
tandem Mass Spectrometry; Amit K. Ghoshal; William F. 
Haddon; Richard E. Reitz; Nigel J. Clarke; Quest 
Diagnostics -Nichols Institute, San Juan Capistrano, CA 
WP 315 Proteolytic Peptides in Thalssemic Red Cells; Duanganee 
Sanmun1; Jingyun Chia1; Thongperm Mongkoldee2; 
Saovaros Svasti2; Pranee Fucharoen2; Suthat Fucharoen2; 
Kai Tang1; 1Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 
Singapore; 2Mahidol University, Nakhonpathom, Thailand 
WP 316 Challenges in Sports Drug Testing – Mass Spectrometry 
of Emerging Drugs and Determination of Sample 
Manipulation with Proteases; Mario Thevis; Joachim 
Maurer; Maxie Kohler; Wilhelm Schänzer; German Sport 
University, Cologne, Germany 
WP 317 Prostate Cancer Detection Achieved by Profiling Human 
Blood Serum Glycome ; Mohammad M. Al Bataineh1; 
Zuzana Kyselova2; Yehia Mechref1; Lacey E. Dobrolecki3; 
Robert J. Hickey3; Christopher J. Sweeney3; Milos V.  
Novotny2; 1METACyt Biochemical Analysis Center, 
Bloomington, IN; 2National Center for Glycomics and 
Glycoproteomics, Blomington, IN; 3Department od 
Medicine, IU School of Medicine, Indianapolis, IN 
WP 318 Identification of Significantly Differentially Expressed 
Peptides in Pre-eclamptic Placental Tissue by MALDI-
FT Mass Spectrometry; Coskun Güzel1; Christianne J.M. 
de Groot2; Regine P.M. Steegers-Theunissen2; Eric A.P. 
Steegers2; Theo M. Luider1; 1Dept. of Neurology, 
ErasmusMC, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Dept of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 3Dept. of 
Obstretics and Gynecology, the Hague, Netherlands; 4Dept. 
of Epidemiology, Rotterdam, Netherlands 
WP 319 Analysis of Blood Specimens for Acylcarnitines and 
Amino Acids using the TriVersa Nanomate and MS/MS; 
Donald H. Chace; James DiPerna; Pediatrix Analytical, 
Bridgeville, PA 
DRUG METABOLISM:  QUANTITATION 
WP 320 Two-dimensional Solid Phase Extraction to Eliminate 
Extensive Matrix Effect in the LC-MS/MS Quantitation 
of DPC-A78445 and Metabolites in Human Urine; Yinghe 
Li1; Tom Addison1; Mary Pelzer1; Kim Ricksecker1; 
Xiangyu Jiang1; Jianing Zeng2; Paul D. Crane3; 1Covance 
Laboratories, Inc., Madison, WI; 2Bristol-Myers Squibb, 
Princeton, NJ; 3Bristol-Myers Medical Imaging, Inc., North 
Billerica, MA 
WP 321 On-Line Extraction Recovery Determination in  LC-
MS/MS System; Dahai Dong; Ron Kong; Manuel Cajina; 
Gamini Chandrasena; Martha Vallejo; Lundbeck Research 
USA, Paramus, NJ 
WP 322 Development and Validation of an LC/ESI-MS-MS for 
Analysis of Aripiprazole in Human Plasma: Escaping Ion 
Suppression Dilemma; Shen-Nan Lin; Lolita  Lamm; David 
E. Moody; Rodger L. Foltz; University of Utah, Salt Lake 
City, UT 
WP 323 Theoretical Considerations in the Quantitation of the 
Hydroxy acid and Lactone Forms of A Statin in Human 
Plasma by LC-MS/MS; Changyu Quang; PDM, PGRD of 
Pfizer Inc., Ann Arbor, MI 
WP 324 Simultaneous Determination of Five Metabolites of 
Nevirapine in Human Serum, using LC-MS/MS; Kenneth 
Swart; G Fourie; DJ  Brand; HSL Kruger; JW Pieterse; FCW 
Sutherland; MJ van der Merwe; Farmovs-Parexel, 
Bloemfontein, Free State, South Africa 
WP 325 Simultaneous Determination of Reduced and Oxidized 
Glutathione in Rat Liver Microsomes by Liquid 
Chromatography-electrospray Mass Spectrometry; 
Limin He; Roche Palo Alto, Palo Alto, CA 
WP 326 Challenges in Development and Validation of an UPLC-
MS/MS Method for Quantitation of 
Desethylamodiaquine as a CYP 2C8 Marker Substrate 
Metabolite; Chongwoo Yu; Meng Xu; Swapan K. 
Chowdhury; Schering-Plough Research Institute, 
Kenilworth, NJ 
WP 327 Quantitation of Endogenous Plasma Thymidine using 
13C Labeled Thymidine as Surrogate Analyte; Robert B 
Marquardt1; Min Meng1; Ryan Brough1; Patrick Bennett1; 
Bilin Chou2; Patrick Rudewicz2; 1Tandem Labs, Salt Lake 
City, UT; 2Genentech, Inc., South San Francisco, CA 
WP 328 Quantitative Determination of Phlorizin in Human 
Plasma and Urine using LC/MS/MS; Kevin W Jessing1; 
Joel Ehrenkranz2; 1Tandem Labs, Salt Lake City, UT; 2Dept. 
of Medicine, University of Colorado, Aurora, CO 
WP 329 High Throughput Measurement of PGP Mediated 
Transport of Protease Inhibitors across PGP Inducible 
MDCK Monolayers by LC-MS/MS; Peadar Cremin1; 
Mark Warren1; Ying Bao1; Manping Ji1; Kerry Koller1; 
Quincey Wu1; Loren Olson2; Christopher Borton2; 
1Xenoport, Santa Clara, CA; 2Applied Biosystems Inc., 
Foster City, CA 
WP 330 Use of Deuterium Oxide in the Metabolite Identification 
of MEM 1003; a Novel Dihydropyridine Calcium 
Channel Blocker; Elizabeth D. Graham; Voon Ong; 
Memory Pharmaceuticals, Montvale, NJ 
WP 331 Development and Validation of Liquid 
Chromatography/Tandem Mass Spectrometry Methods 
for the Quantitation of 1-methyl-4-phenyl Pyridinium 
(MPP+) in Brain Tissue; MeI-Yi Zhang; Natasha Kagan; 
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Amy  Sung; Edward Kerns; Margaret M.  Zalaska; Michael 
Monaghan; Wyeth Research, Princeton, NJ 
WP 332 Quantitative Analysis of Procaterol in Human Plasma by 
ESI LC/MS/MS; Ming-Hung Lin1; Yi-Fan  Shieh1; Chin-
Hsiung Wang1; Hui-Erh Chang1; I-Ching Kuan2; Cheng-
Chin Chang1; 1Protech Pharmaservices Corporatiom, 
Taipei, Taiwan; 2Tatung University, Taipei, Taiwan 
WP 333 Overcoming Autosampler Carryover in a Validated 
LC/MS/MS Assay of Polar, Fluorinated GS-9137, its 
Metabolites, and Ritonavir in Human Plasma; Steve 
Wintermute; Michelle Brosnan-Cook; John R. Kagel; Gilead 
Sciences, Durham, NC 
WP 334 Determination of Amikacin in Human Serum using 
LC/MS/MS method; Moo-Young Kim1; Yansheng Liu1; 
Gene F. Ray1; Sarah M. Swenson1; Dari Dadgar1; Constance 
K. Mackinson2; Renu Gupta2; 1AAI Pharma, Shawnee, KS; 
2Transave Inc., Monmouth Junction, NJ 
WP 335 Determination of Keratin Binding of AN2690 by 
LC/MS/MS; Wei Bu; Stephen J.  Baker; Jake J. Plattner; 
Karin M. Hold; Anacor Pharmaceuticals, Palo Alto, CA 
WP 336 Removal of Interferences by Induced Antibodies in 
Therapeutic Proteins Quantification by Liquid 
Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (LC/MS); Mathieu 
Dubois1; Francois Becher1; Jean-Claude Tabet2; Eric Ezan1; 
1CEA-Service de Pharmacologie et d'Immunoanalyse, Gif 
sur Yvette, France; 2LCSOB Université Pierre et Marie 
Curie, Paris, France 
WP 337 Detection, Quantification and Confirmation of 
Phenylbutazone and Oxyphenbutazone in Equine Plasma 
by Liquid Chromatography-Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Youwen You1; Uboh Cornelius2; Lawrence 
Soma1; Fuyu Guan1; Xiaoqin Li1; Fran Xu1; Jeffrey Rudy2; 
1University of Pennsylvania, West Chester, PA; 2PA Equine 
Toxicology and Research Center, West Chester, PA 
DRUG METABOLISM:  REACTIVE METABOLITES 
WP 338 Reconciling the Products of Reactive Metabolites of 
Xenobiotic Thiobenzamide in  Liver Protein and Lipid 
Pools with Isotope Labeled Compound; Todd Williams; 
Nadezhda A. Galeva; Keisuke Ikehata; Yakov M. Koen; Tao 
Ji; Robert P. Hanzlik; University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 
WP 339 Identification of Methyglyoxal Adducts involved in the 
Onset and Treatment of Insulin Resistance; Andrew RS 
Ross1; Richard J Hughes1; Douglas JH Olson1; Xuming Jia2; 
Lingyun  Wu2; 1National Research Council of Canada, 
Saskatoon, Canada; 2University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Canada 
WP 340 A Novel use of Principal Component Analysis for in vitro 
GSH Conjugate Screening of Drugs in Discovery; Elliott  
Jones2; Jia  Hao1; Nancy Chu1; Kwan Leung1; Nevena 
Mollova1; 1CV Therapeutics, Inc., Palo Alto, CA; 2Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA 
WP 341 Determination of Lovastatin and Beta-OH-Lovastatic 
Acid in Human Plasma by LC-MS/MS; HB Theron; M 
Tesfu; KJ Swart; HSL Kruger; JW Pieterse; FCW 
Sutherland; M van der Merwe; Farmovs-Parexel, 
Bloemfontein, Free State, South Africa 
WP 342 Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry 
Quantification of a thiol-ester pro-drug; Jerry 
Muhammad; Connie Zhao; Steven Dorow; Paul Wash; 
Joseph Payne; Robyn Rourick; Kalypsys, Inc., San Diego, 
CA 
WP 343 Analysis of Trimethylsilyl Derivatives of Oxidative 
Estrogen Metabolites by Selected Ion Monitoring 
GC/MS; Harrell E. Hurst; Manika V. Vadhanam; Ramesh C. 
Gupta; Univ. of Louisville Medical School, Louisville, KY 
WP 344 Alkylation of DNA by Electrophilic Metabolites of 4-
ethyl-phenol and 4-propyl-phenol from Prempro; Long  
Yuan; Judy L. Bolton; Richard B. Van breemen; University 
of Illinois College of Pharmacy, Chicago, IL 
WP 345 Investigations of Pemoline Metabolism by LC/MS and 
LC/MS/MS; Kellie A. Woodling; Timothy L. Macdonald; 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 
WP 346 Characterisation of Metabolites Generated by Mutant 
Cytochromes P450 Enzymes using a 3D Ion Trap-Time 
of Flight Mass Spectrometer; Jon de Vlieger1; J.G.  
Krabbe1; J.N.M. Commandeur1; N.P.E. Vermeulen1; 
W.M.A. Niessen1; Neil Loftus2; 1Vrije Universiteit, 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 2Shimadzu ISS, Manchester, 
United Kingdom 
WP 347 Identification of Cytochrome P450 3A4 Modification Site 
using Linear Ion Trap-Fourier Transform Mass 
Spectrometry; Hideo Yukinaga1; Tomonori Takami2; 
Shohei Shioyama2; Zenzaburo Tozuka2; Hiroshi Masumoto1; 
Osamu Okazaki1; Ken-ichi Sudo1; 1Daiichi Pharmaceutical, 
Tokyo, Japan; 2JCL Bioassay Corporation, Nishiwaki, Japan 
METABOLITES (ENDOGENOUS):   
NON-TARGETED ANALYSIS 
WP 348 Metabolomic Profile of Human Cerebral Spinal Fluid 
Generated by LC-FT-ICR-MS; Yeping Xiong; Liang  Li; 
Department of Chemistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton , 
Canada 
WP 349 Differential Metabolites Profiling of Plasma utilizing 
Ultra High Resolution Mass Spectrometry; TuKiet T. 
Lam1; Michael L.  Easterling2; Dmitry Gumerov2; Walter 
McMurray1; Kathleen M. McCarty1; 1Yale University, New 
Haven , CT; 2Bruker Daltonics Inc., Billierica, MA 
WP 350 Quantitative Metabolomics: Development of a Stable 
Isotopic Standard for Analysis of Complex Mixtures by 
LC-FTMS; Jennifer M. Johnson1; Tianwei Yu2; Fredrick H. 
Strobel1; Dean P. Jones1; 1Emory University, Atlanta, GA; 
2Emory University School of Public Health, Atlanta, GA 
WP 351 Method Development for Metabolite Analysis: The Use 
of Fast UPLC-separation in Combination with High 
Resolution FT-MS and Fraction Collection; Bing Luo; 
Patrick Giavalisco; Jan Hummel; Lothar Willmitzer; MPI for 
Mol Plant Phys, Golm, Germany 
WP 352 Analysis of the Intraspecies Variation of Secondary 
Metabolite Production by Myxococcus xanthus using 
ESI-TOF-MS and Principal Component Analysis (PCA); 
Daniel Krug1; Gabriela Zurek2; Birgit Schneider2; Carsten 
Baessmann2; Rolf Müller1; 1Universität des Saarlandes, 
Saarbuecken, Germany; 2Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany 
WP 353 The Use of Direct Infusion-Based High Resolution FT-
MS in Combination with Solid Phase Extraction and C13 
Labeling for Metabolomic Analysis; Patrick Giavalisco; 
Bing Luo; Jan Hummel; Lothar Willmitzer; Max Planck 
Institute for Plant Physiology, Golm, Germany 
WP 354 Long Term Metabolomics Analysis Procedures: 
Identifying and Removing Sources of Instrument 
Variation; Chris Lock; Stephen Tate; Bradley Schneider; 
Lyle Burton; Thomas Covey; MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada 
WP 355 Evaluation of Electrospray/LTQ-Orbitrap Mass 
Spectrometry as a New Tool for Metabolite Profiling; 
Geoffrey Madalinski1; Erwan Werner1; Denis Lesage3; 
Sandra Alves3; Jean Labarre2; Eric Ezan1; Jean-Claude 
Tabet3; Christophe Junot1; 1CEA - DSV/iBiTec-S/SPI/LEMM, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, FRANCE; 2CEA - DSV/iBiTec-S/SBGM, Gif-
sur-Yvette, France; 3LS2FMB - UMR 7613-CNRS - 
Université Paris 6, Paris, France 
WP 356 LC/TOF MS Profiling of Secondary Metabolites of 
Arabidopsis O-methyltransferase Mutants using 
Multiplexed In-source Collision Induced Dissociation; 
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Xiaoli Gao; Eli B. Eisman; A. Daniel Jones; Michigan State 
University, East Lansing, MI 
WP 357 Liquid Chromatography Electrospray-ionization Time of 
Flight Mass-spectrometry (LC/ESI/TOF/MS) Identifies a 
Thiazolidenedione (TZD) Responsive Urinary Metabolite 
Profile: Implications for Diabetic Complications; Jaeman 
Byun1; David Weil2; Hongyu Zhang1; Jharna Saha1; 
MaryLee Schin1; Frank Brosius1; Subramaniam Pennathur1; 
1University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; 2Agilent 
Technologies Inc., Schaumburg, IL 
WP 358 Detection of Bladder Cancer by Metabolomic Profiling of 
Urine using HPLC/MS and Statistical Data Analysis; 
Haleem J. Issaq1; Ofer Nativ2; Timothy Waybright1; Brian 
Luke1; Timothy D. Veenstra1; Elias J. Issaq2; Alexander 
Kravstov2; Michael Mullerad2; 1SAIC-Frederick, Frederick, 
MD; 2Bnai-Zion Medical Center, Haifa, Israel 
WP 359 Global Metabolite Profiling of Human Urine using LC-
MS on an Ion-Trap Time of Flight Hybrid Mass 
Spectrometer; Eleni  GIka1; Georgios  Theodoridis 1; Ian 
Wilson1; Simon Ashton2; Neil Loftus2; 1Astra Zeneca, 
Alderley Park, UK; 2Shimadzu ISS, Manchester, United 
Kingdom 
WP 360 Screening of LC-MS-Based Metabolic Profiling Data 
utilizing Statistical Modeling to Identify Candidate 
Biomarkers; Christina M.  Sorensen; Don S.  Daly; Thomas 
O. Metz; Navdeep Jaitly; Stephen J. Callister; Matthew E. 
Monroe; Jennifer S. Zimmer; Ronald J. Moore; Richard D. 
Smith; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, 
WA 
METABOLOMICS:   METHODS & PROCEDURES 
WP 361 An iTRAQ™ Reagent-Based Quantitative Analysis to 
Validate Different Extraction Strategies for Recovering 
Free Amino Acids in Human Plasma; H-L Patty Sun1; 
Scott Daniels2; Paul Courchesne1; Jennifer Campbell1; 
Chenhui Zeng1; 1BG Medicine, Waltham, MA; 2Applied 
Biosystems, Framingham, MA 
WP 362 Method Validation for Urine Global Metabolic 
Fingerprinting using UPLC-ToFMS; Philippe A. Guy; 
Isabelle Tavazzi; Ziad Ramadan; Sunil Kochhar; Nestlé 
Research Center, Lausanne, Switzerland 
WP 363 Multiple Isotopometric Labeling of the Arabidopsis 
thaliana Metabolome for Feature Assignment and 
quantitation; Adrian D. Hegeman; Christopher F. Schulte; 
Qui Cui; Ian A. Lewis; Clark J.  Nelson; Edward L. Huttlin; 
Greg Barrett-Wilt; Amy C. Harms; Eldon L.  Ulrich; John L.  
Markley; Michael R.  Sussman; University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 
WP 364 Increase Metabolite Coverage in MS-Based Plant 
Metabolomics of Model Species with Biological 
Variations; Baichen Zhang1; Ed Cahoon2; Henry Nguyen1; 
1University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, MO; 
2Danforth Center, St Louis, MO 
WP 365 Metabolite Profiling of Red Pepper (Capsicum annuum 
L.) for Natural Product Screening using LC-Time-of-
Flight Mass Spectrometry; Nam-In Baek1; Nabil Saad2; 
Tobias Kind2; Oliver  Fiehn2; 1Kyung Hee University, 
Yongin-si, Korea; 2UC Davis, Davis, CA 
WP 366 Determining Plant Metabolites by Collision Induced 
Dissociation (CID) and AP-MALDI; Gregg M. Schieffer1; 
David C. Perdian1; Ethan R. Badman2; R. S. Houk1; 1Iowa 
State University, Ames, IA; 2Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc., 
Nutley, NJ 
WP 367 Analysis of Intracellular PenG and Related Metabolites 
in Penicillium Chrysogenum Cell Extracts with LC-ESI-
MS/MS; Jan C. Dam Van; Technical University Delft, Delft, 
Netherlands 
WP 368 Rapid Quantitation of Prostaglandins and Other Free 
Fatty Acid Metabolites in Low Volume Samples by LC-
MS/MS; Ines Unterwurzacher2; Wolfgang Stoeggl1; 
Katussevani Bernardo1; Verena Forcher1; Guenther Eibl1; 
Ingrid Osprian1; Guenther Bonn2; Armin Graber1; Steven L 
Ramsay1; 1BIOCRATES Life Sciences GmbH, Innsbruck, 
Austria; 2Institute of Analytical Chemistry, Innsbruck, 
Austria 
WP 369 Identification of Components of Interest Found During 
Metabonomic Studies: The Utility of MSn Spectral 
Libraries; Bethanne Warrack12; Emily Luk12; Petia 
Shipkova12; Haiying Zhang12; Serhiy Hnatyshyn12; Mark 
Sanders12; 1Bristol-Myers Squibb, Princeton, NJ; 2Bristol-
Myers Squibb, Hopewell, NJ 
WP 370 Identification of Drug Metabolites in Rat Urine by 
UPLC-TOFMS Metabonomics Followed by Ultra High 
Resolution Mass Spectrometry; Erwan Werner1; Geoffrey 
Madalinski1; Vincent Croixmarie2; Thierry Umbdenstock2; 
Eric Ezan1; Jean-Claude Tabet3; Christophe Junot1; 1CEA-
Saclay/DSV/iBiTec-S/SPI/LEMM, Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, 
FRANCE; 2Technologie Servier, Orléans, France; 3LSSFMB 
- UMR 7613-CNRS, Paris, France 
WP 371 High Resolution Mass Spectrometry in Bacterial 
Metabolomics; Francesco Pingitore; Peter  Benke; Edward  
Baidoo; Aindrila  Mukhopadhyay ; Farnaz  Nowroozi ; Jay  
Keasling; University of California, Berkeley/ LBNL, 
Berkeley, CA 
WP 372 Evaluation of Mass Spectrometry Scans Speeds in 
Metabolomics; Julia E. Wingate; Gary  Impey; Applied 
Biosystems/MDS Sciex, Concord, Canada 
WP 373 Integrated High Throughput Metabolic Profiling by 
Direct Infusion FTICR-MS; Jun Han1; Ryan M Danell2; 
Ivan  Rusyn3; Christoph H.  Borchers1; 1University of 
Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada; 2Danell Consulting, 
Greenville, NC; 3University of  North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 
WP 374 Application of Liquid Chromatography/ Fourier 
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry 
(LC/FTICR-MS) to Plant Metabolite Annotation; Yoko 
Iijima1; Yukiko  Nakamura3; Nozomu Sakurai1; Yoshiyuki 
Ogata1; Hideyuki Suzuki1; Koei Okazaki1; Shigehiko 
Kanaya2; Koh Aoki1; Daisuke Shibata1; 1KAZUSA DNA 
Research Institute, Kisarazu, Japan; 22Graduate School of 
Information Science, NAIST, Ikoma, Japan; 3Ehime Women's 
College, Uwajima, Japan 
WP 375 Analysis of Catechin Dimer Formation During Simulated 
Digestion by Liquid Chromatography/Mass 
Spectrometry; Bruce R. Cooper1; Andrew P. Neilson1; 
Amber Hopf1; Michael Pereira2; Joshua A. Bomser2; Mario 
G. Ferruzzi1; 1Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN; 2Ohio 
State University, Columbus, OH 
WP 376 Chip Based Nano-electrospray Ionization for 
Metabolomics Analysis of Biofluids – A Comparison 
Between Fast Capillary LC and Infusion Mass 
Spectrometry; Olaf Boernsen; Guido Wahl; Stephan 
Gatzek; Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland 
WP 377 The Use of a Novel Type-C Silica to Separate Amino 
Acids by Aqueous Normal Phase (ANP) with 
Electrospray (ESI) Detection; Steven M. Fischer1; Joseph  
Pesek 2; Maria T.  Matyska2; 1Agilent Technologies, Santa 
Clara, CA; 2Department of Chemistry, San Jose State 
University, San Jose, CA 
WP 378 Quantitation of Amine-containing Metabolites in Human 
Urine by Stable-isotope Dimethyl Labeling Combined 
with LC-FTICR-MS; Kevin Kun Guo; Cheng Jie Ji; Liang 
Li; University of Alberta, Chemistry Dept., Edmonton, 
Canada 
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WP 379 Metabolite Prediction and Accurate Mass UPLC-MSE in 
Metabolite Identification; Peter L. Jacobs; Eric van der 
Meulen; Lars Ridder; Markus Wagener; N.V. Organon, Oss, 
Netherlands 
WP 380 Analysis of CYP1A1/1B1-independent Benzo[a]pyrene 
DNA-adduct Formation in Human Lung Cancer Cells by 
LC-MS; Stacy Gelhaus; Trevor M. Penning; Ian A. Blair; 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 
WP 381 Simulation of Oxidative Cytochrome P450 Metabolism 
Reactions of Amodiaquin by Means of Electrochemistry / 
Liquid Chromatography / Mass Spectrometry 
(EC/LC/MS); Sebastian Goetz1; Wiebke Lohmann2; 
Gabriela  Zurek1; Andreas Germanus1; Uwe Karst2; 1Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany; 2University of 
Muenster, Muenster, Germany 
WP 382 Rapid Metabolite identification using Advanced 
Algorithms for Mass Spectral Interpretation; Mark A. 
Bayliss; Margaret Antler; Graham McGibbon; Vitaly 
Lashin; ACD/Labs, Toronto, Canada 
WP 383 Identification of GSH Conjugates of Isoliquiritigenin, a 
Chemoprevention Agent, in Human Hepatocytes and Rat 
Liver using Liquid Chromatography-tandem Mass 
Spectrometry; Jian Guo1; Ang Liu1; John M. Pezzuto2; 
Richard B. van Breemen1; 1University of Illinois College of 
Pharmacy, Chicago, IL; 2University of Hawaii at Hilo 
College of Pharmacy, Hilo, HI 
WP 384 Are Catechol Estrogen DNA Adducts Biomarkers for 
Breast Cancer? Qiang Zhang; Amanda J. Becker; Rebecca, 
L. Aft; Cynthia X.  Ma; Michael L. Gross; Washingtion 
University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 
WP 385 Bioactivation of 4,4’-Methylenedianiline to Biliary 
Intermediates in Rats by LC-ES-MSn and NMR 
Spectroscopy; Kan Chen1; Tammy R. Dugas2; Richard B. 
Cole1; 1University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA; 
2Louisiana State University HSC - Shreveport, Shreveport, 
LA 
WP 386 Search for Biomarkers of Neurotoxic Shellfish Poisoning 
in Humans by LC-MS/MS; Ann Abraham1; Steven M. 
Plakas1; Leanne Flewelling2; Kathleen R. El Said1; Edward 
L.E. Jester1; Hudson R. Granade1; Robert W. Dickey1; 
1FDA, Dauphin Island, AL; 2Fish and Wildlife Research 
Institute, St. Petersburg, FL 
WP 387 Metabolites of Xanthohumol, Isoxanthohumol and 8-
Prenylnaringenin in Urine of Women Receiving Hop 
Extracts; Jinghu Li1; Dejan Nikolic1; Sam Possemiers2; 
Selin Bolca2; Arne Heyerick2; Denis De Keukeleire2; 
Matthew Main1; Guido Pauli1; Richard B. van Breemen1; 
1University of Illinois College of Pharmacy, Chicago, IL; 
2Ghent University-UGent, Gent, Belgium 
WP 388 In vivo Human Metabolites of Flavonols and Flavanones; 
Barry D Davis1; Paul A Kroon2; Jennifer S Brodbelt1; 1The 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX; 2The Institute of 
Food Research, Norwich, United Kingdom 
WP 389 LC-MS-MS Identification of Metabolites Arising from 
Defluorination of the mGluR5 PET Radioligand 
[18F]SP203 in Rat Brain; H. Umesha  Shetty; Sami S. 
Zoghbi; Fabrice G. Simeon; Robert B. Innis; Victor W. Pike; 
Molecular Imaging Branch, NIMH, NIH, Bethesda, MD 
WP 390 Detailed Investigation of the Fragmentation of 
Aminopyridinyl-sulfanyl-imidazole-Based MAPKinase 
Inhibitors using Accurate MS(n) and Isotopic Pattern 
data; Holger Scheible1; Ilmari Krebs2; Sebastian Goetz2; 
Gabriela Zurek2; Wolfgang Albrecht3; Christoph Gleiter1; 
Stefan Laufer1; Bernd Kammerer1; 1University of Tuebingen, 
Tuebingen, Germany; 2Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany; 3Merckle GmbH, Ulm, Germany 
WP 391 Blood Brain Barrier or Blood Brain Turnstile?  The Use 
of 4-TAA for the Determination of Blood-brain Barrier 
Integrity by MS; John W. Torchia; Natasha Nikolaidis; 
Candice Kissinger; Chester Duda; Bioanalytical Systems, 
Inc., West Lafayette, IN 
WP 392 Generic Dealkylation: A Tool for Increasing the Hit-Rate 
of Metabolite Identification, and Customizing Mass 
Defect Filters; Russell J Mortishire-Smith1; Alastair Hill3; 
Jose M Castro-Perez2; 1Johnson & Johnson PR&D, B-2340 
Beerse, Belgium; 2Waters, Boston, MA; 3dotmatics, Bishops 
Stortford, UK 
NATURAL PRODUCTS I 
WP 393 Screening of Marine Bacteria Extracts for Electrophiles 
that Alkylate Keap1 and Up-regulate the Antioxidant 
Response Element; Christopher Pennington; Richard B. van 
Breemen; University of Illinois College of Pharmacy, 
Chicago, IL 
WP 394 Discovery of Phosphonate Natural Products using LC-
FTMS; Paul M Thomas; Craig D Wenger; Joshua A 
Blodgett; Benjamin T Circello; William W Metcalf; Neil L 
Kelleher; University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, 
Urbana, IL 
WP 395 Caco-2 cell Permeabilities of Amines and Organic Acids 
in Black Cohosh (Cimicifuga racemosa) Dietary 
Supplements; Soyoun Ahn; University of Illinois, Chicago, 
IL 
WP 396 Resonant Electron Capture Mass Spectrometry of Some 
Spinochromes, Antioxidants from Sea Urchins; Valery G. 
Voinov1; Yury Vasilev1; Max Deinzer1; Doug Barofsky1; 
Natalia Mishchenko2; Sergey Fedoreyev2; 1Oregon State 
University, Corvallis, Oregon; 2PIBOC, Vladivostok, Russia 
WP 397 Determination of Vitamin-D3 and 25-hydroxy-vitamin 
D3 Metabolite in Meat by LC-MSMS; Louis Bilodeau; 
Guy Dufresne; André Robichaud; Jessica Bertrand; Health 
Canada, Longueuil, Canada 
WP 398 Determination of the Antioxidative Components in 
Reishi by On-line HPLC Activity Analysis and 
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Chang-Hsin 
Kuo; Chen-Wei Liao; Kuo-Lung Ku; National Chiayi 
University, Chiayi City, Taiwan 
WP 399 Characterization of Cucurbitane Glycosides from the 
Fruit of Momordica grosvenori with LCMS and Their 
Inhibitory Effects on Epstein-Barr Virus Activation; 
Naoto Shimizu1; Toshihiro Akihisa2; Hiroki Kumagai1; 
Christine Miller1; Takashi Suzuki2; Yumiko Kimura2; 
Harukuni Tokuda3; 1Agilent Technologies, Tokyo & Santa 
Clara, Japan & USA; 2Nihon University, Tokyo & Chiba, 
Japan; 3Kyoto Prefectural University, Kyoto, Japan 
WP 400 Application of FTMS to the Study of Enzymatic 
Halogenation on Non-Ribosomal Peptide Synthetases; 
Stefanie B. Bumpus1; Michael T.  Boyne II1; C. Eric 
Thomas1; Danica P.  Galonic2; Fred H.  Vaillancourt2; 
Christopher T. Walsh2; Neil L.  Kelleher1; 1University of 
Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL; 2Harvard Medical 
School, Harvard University, Boston, MA 
WP 401 Screening and Identification of Potential 
Hepatoprotective Components with On-line Activity 
Assay and Synchronous ESI-MS; Yeunghaw Ho2; Lin-
Chiang  Yang1; Hui-Fen  Liao1; Kuo-Lung Ku1; 1National 
Chiayi University, Chiayi City, Taiwan; 2National University 
of Kaohsiung, Kaohsiung City, Taiwan 
WP 402 Heavy Metals and Toxic Element Detection in Herbal 
Medicines with Electrospray Time-Of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometry; Shida Shen; Craig Whitehouse; Analytica of 
Branford, Inc., Branford, CT 
WP 403 Natural Products Chemistry and Proteomics: Tools and 
Strategies to Uncover Mechanism of Action of 
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Anticancer Leads; Joel R. Sevinsky; Yuka Nakanishi; 
Megan Rowland; David J. Kroll; Nicholas H. Oberlies; 
James L. Stephenson Jr; Research Triangle Institute, 
Research Triangle Park, NC 
WP 404 Rapid Picogram Determination of Ganoderic Acids from 
Diet in Animal Tissue Extracts; Luke Gumaelius1; Jiri 
Adamec1; Dan  Sliva2; 1purdue University, West Lafayette, 
IN; 2Methodist Research Institute, Indianapolis , IN 
WP 405 High Throughput Screening of Metabolic Pathway 
Intermediates of the Antimalarial drug Artemisinin in 
Artemisia annua using UPLC-LTQ-Orbitrap and 
MALDI-TOF; Gideon Oudgenoeg; Maggie Smallwood; Ian  
Graham; Tony Larson; Dianna Bowles; University of York, 
Heslington, York, United Kingdom 
WP 406 ESI-MS Investigation of Model Chiral Bivalent 
Recognition Systems; Manishkumar  D. Joshi1; Frycak 
Petr1; Norbert M. Maier2; Wolfgang Linder2; Daniel W. 
Armstrong1; Kevin A. Schug1; 1UT- Arlington, Arlington, 
TX; 2University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria 
WP 407 Reactivity of Xanthohumol, a Prenylated Chalcone from 
Hops (Humulus lupulus L.), Toward Biological 
Nucleophiles; Dejan Nikolic; Barbara Calamini; Yan Luo; 
Lucas R. Chadwick; Andrew Mesecar; Guido F Pauli; Judy 
L Bolton; Richard B. van Breemen; University of Illinois 
College of Pharmacy, Chicago, IL 
WP 408 Collision Energy Switching Hybrid Quadrupole Time of 
Flight Mass Spectrometry with Rapid Liquid 
Chromatography for Plant Metabolite Identification; 
Emma Marsden-Edwards13; João Rodrigues2; Steve  
McDonald13; Joana Ferreira4; Amélia Rauter4; Jorge   Justino 
5; Jane Thomas-Oates6; 1Waters Corporation, Manchester, 
United Kingdom; 2University of Dundee, Dundee, United 
Kingdom; 3Waters Corporation, Beverly, MA; 4Universidade 
de Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal; 5Instituto Politécnico de 
Santarém, Santarém, Portugal; 6University of York, York, 
United Kingdom 
LIPIDS 
WP 409 Determination of Optimal Nano Electrospray 
Conditions, Solvent System, and Emitter Dimensions 
Used for Nano Electrospray Studies of Lipids; Ellen Pace; 
Simon  Prosser; Jack Henion; Advion BioSciences, Ithaca, 
NY 
WP 410 Structural Characterization of Neutral and Acidic Lipids 
by TLC/VC-FTMS and MS/MS; Vera B. Ivleva1; Monica  
Viveros-Rogel2; David S. Newburg3; Guillermo  Ruiz-
Palacios2; Peter B. O'Connor1; Catherine E.  Costello1; 
1Boston University School of Medicine, Boston, MA; 
2Instituto Nacional de Ciencias Medicas y Nutricion, 
Mexico, Mexico; 3Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, 
MA 
WP 411 Selective Ionization of Lipid Classes using Au Matrices 
and MALDI-TOF/TOF MS; Jeremy Post; Shelley Jackson; 
Amina Woods; NIH/NIDA-IRP, Baltimore, MD 
WP 412 Collision Stimulated Release of Fatty Acids from 
Acylglycerides by Electrospray Ionisation Fourier 
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry; 
Nicholas W Proschogo; Gary D Willett; Ivan F Taylor; 
Naresh Kumar; University of New South Wales, Sydney, 
Australia 
WP 413 The Phospholipids and Fatty Acids of Bdellovibrio 
bacteriovorus; Larry Sallans; Nhu-An T. Nguyen; Edna S. 
Kaneshiro; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 
WP 414 MALDI-TOF MS Analysis of Phospholipids: First 
Results of a Coupled TLC-MALDI System; Beate Fuchs1; 
Jürgen Schiller1; Rosmarie Süß1; Martin Schürenberg2; 
Detlef Suckau2; 1University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 
2Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany 
WP 415 Enhanced Production of Cationized Molecular Ions by 
MALDI and Structural Elucidation of Triacylglyerols by 
PSD using a Graphite Matrix; Douglas J.H Olson; E. 
Michael Giblin; David C. Taylor; Andrew R.S. Ross; 
National Research Council, Saskatoon, CANADA 
WP 416 Structural Characterization of Lipid A from Yersinia 
pestis using Mass Spectrometry; Jace W. Jones; Robert K.  
Ernst; František  Turecek; David R. Goodlett; University of 
Washington, Seattle, WA 
WP 417 Characterization and Quantification of VLCPUFA-PC in 
Bovine Retina Rod Outer Segments; Kristal Maner; J. 
Thomas Brenna; Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
WP 418 Analysis of Lipopolysaccharide and Lipid A Isolated 
from Acinetobacter lwoffii F78 by FT-ICR MS; Göran 
Hübner; Anna Hanuszkiewicz; Otto Holst; Buko Lindner; 
Research Center Borstel, Borstel, Germany 
WP 419 Quantitatite Analysis of Novel Phosphopilid in Rodent 
Brain by Nano Flow Normal Phase Liquid 
Chromatography with Tandem Mass Spectrometry; 
Shinya Ito1; Takuji Nabetani2; Yoko Shinoda2; Yasuko 
Nagatsuka2; Yoshio Hirabayashi2; 1Hitachi High-
Technologies, Tokyo, Japan; 2RIKEN, Saitama, Japan 
WP 420 Comparison of QTrap and Chip-Based Nanospray Q-
ToF for Identification of Sulfatides in Complex Mixtures; 
Jeremy Allegood; Elaine Wang; M. Cameron Sullards; 
Alfred H. Merrill Jr; Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, GA 
WP 421 Profiling of Membrane Lipids by On-Line Reversed-
Phase Liquid Chromatography Electrospray Ionization 
FT-ICR Mass Spectrometry; Huan He; Mark R Emmett; 
Carol L. Nilsson; Alan G. Marshall; Florida State 
University, Tallahassee, FL 
WP 422 Lipid Composition Comparison and Structural Analysis 
from Clostridium thermocellum Wild-type and Ethanol-
adapted Strains; Michael D. Timmons; Herbert J. Strobel; 
Barbara L. Knutson; Sue E. Nokes; Bert C. Lynn; University 
of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 
MICROBIAL ANALYSIS II 
WP 423 Characterization of a Novel Endogenous Metabolite 
through Mass Spectrometry, Metabolite Mass Spectral 
Databases and Chemical Synthesis; Ewa Kalisiak1; 
Jaroslaw Kalisiak1; Hiro  Morita1; Angeli  Lal Menon2; 
Farris L.  Poole II2; Michael W. W.  Adams2; Sunia A.  
Trauger1; Gary  Siuzdak1; 1The Scripps Research Institute, 
La Jolla, CA; 2University of Georgia, Athens, GA 
WP 424 Phylogenetic Classification of Pseudomonas putida by 
MALDI-MS using Ribosomal Proteins as Molecular 
Clocks; Kanae Teramoto1; Hiroaki Sato1; Liwei  Sun1; 
Masaki  Torimura1; Hiroaki Tao1; Yudai  Hotta2; Hiroto 
Tamura2; Hiromichi Yoshikawa3; 1Natl. Inst. Adv. Ind. Sci. 
& Technol. (AIST), Tsukuba, Japan; 2Meijo University, 
Nagoya, Japan; 3Fukuoka Institute of Technology, Fukuoka, 
Japan 
WP 425 Proteogenomics Reveals Key Insight into the Microbial 
Activities of Enhanced Biological Phosphorus Removal in 
Activated Sludge; Mark G. Lefsrud1; Paul Wilmes2; Nathan 
C. VerBerkmoes1; Margaret Wexler3; Paul E. Abraham1; 
Manesh B. Shah1; Phil L. Bond4; Jill F. Banfield2; Robert L. 
Hettich1; 1Oak Ridge National Labratory, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee; 2University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, 
California; 3University of East Anglia, Norfolk, England; 
4The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia 
WP 426 Structural Characterization of Actinomyces naeslundii 
Fimbriae using Mass Spectrometry; Jenny T.C. Ho1; John 
O. Cisar2; Sonja Hess3; 1NIH/NIDDK, Bethesda, MD; 
2NIDCR/NIH, Bethesda, MD; 3California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA 
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WP 427 Effect of Microbial Sample Processing Conditions on 
Bacterial Identification using Mass Spectrometry-Based 
Proteomics Approach; Rabih E. Jabbour1; Jacek P. 
Dworzanski1; Samir V. Deshpande2; Charles H. Wick3; Alan 
W. Zulich3; 1SAIC INC., APG, MD, 21010; 2Science and 
Technology Corporation, Edgewood, MD, 21040; 3U.S. 
Army Edgewood Chemical Biological Center, APG, MD, 
21010 
WP 428 Mass Spectrometric Identification of Protein Complexes 
in Rhodopseudomonas palustris; Gregory B. Hurst1; Dale 
A. Pelletier1; Stephen J. Kennel1; Frank W. Larimer1; W. 
Hayes McDonald1; Trish K. Lankford1; Linda J. Foote1; 
Cathy K. McKeown1; Elizabeth T. Owens1; Manesh B. 
Shah1; Denise D. Schmoyer1; Tse-Yuan S. Lu1; Jennifer L. 
Morrell-Falvey1; Mitchel J. Doktycz1; Brian S. Hooker2; 
Deanna L. Auberry2; William R. Cannon2; Don S. Daly2; 
Amanda M. White2; Julia L. Sharp3; Kevin K. Anderson2; H. 
Steven Wiley2; Michelle V. Buchanan1; 1Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN; 2Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory, Richland, WA; 3Montana State University, 
Bozeman, MT 
WP 429 Analysis of Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle Intermediates from 
Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 using Capillary 
Electrophoresis Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry; 
Sandra Villa1; Peter Benke2; Edward  Baidoo2; Christopher 
J. Petzold1; Aindrila  Mukhopadhyay2; Julie A. Leary4; Jay 
D. Keasling1; 1UCB, Berkeley, CA; 2Virtual Institute for 
Microbial Stress & Survival, Berkeley, CA; 3Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA; 4University of 
California Davis, Davis, CA 
WP 430 Qualitative and Quantitative Protein Profiling for Target 
Identification Studies with Drug-Induced Changes in 
Mycobacteria; Jeffrey C. Silva1; Minerva A. Hughes2; Craig 
A. Dorschel1; Scott J. Geromanos1; Johannes P. C. Vissers1; 
Craig A. Townsend2; 1Waters Corporation, Milford, MA; 
2The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 
WP 431 Search for New Antibiotics Produced by Bacillus Strains; 
Jean-Marie Schmitter; Philippe Bressollier; Bernard 
Verneuil; Anne Chobelet; Armelle Ballade; Maria Urdaci; 
IECB, Pessac, France 
WP 432 Probing the structures of defensin antimicrobial peptides 
by Ion Mobility and Gas Phase Hydrogen/Deuterium 
Exchange Mass Spectrometry; Wutharath Chin; University 
of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom 
WP 433 Sample Preparation Strategies for MALDI-TOF MS 
Fingerprinting of Mycobacteria; Amanda D. Buskirk1; 
Sadia Ali2; Justin M. Hettick1; Paul D. Siegel1; Donald H.  
Beezhold1; 1National Inst. for Occupational Safety and 
Health, Morgantown, WV; 2West Virginia University School 
of Medicine, Morgantown, WV 
WP 434 From Genome to Metabolome: Correlating a Systems-
wide Response to Environmental Adaptation in a 
Hyperthermophile; Sunia Trauger1; Ewa Kalisiak1; Jarek 
Kalisiak1; Angeli Menon2; Farris Poole2; Michael Adams2; 
Gary Siuzdak1; 1The Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, 
CA; 2University of Georgia, Athens, GA 
WP 435 Comparison of Different Sample Preparation Techniques 
for Differentiation of Mycotoxin-producing Fusarium 
species by MALDI-TOF/RTOF Mass Spectrometry; 
Jasmin Hirschmann1; Martina Marchetti1; Robert  Mach1; 
Omar Belgacem2; Emmanuel Raptakis2; Christian Peter 
Kubicek1; Günter  Allmaier1; 1Vienna University of 
Technology, Vienna, Austria; 2Shimadzu Biotech Kratos 
Analytical, Manchester, UK 
WP 436 Utility of tbdms-derivativatization and Software-
Enhanced Mass Resolution for GC-MS Identification of 
Hydroxy Fatty Acids in Complex Bacterial Lipid 
Mixtures; Deborah L. Chance; Thomas P. Mawhinney; 
University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 
WP 437 Proteomic and Genomic Analysis of Lycopene-
Overproducing Escherichia coli Strains; Brian E Mickus1; 
Jeffrey C Silva2; Johannes PC  Vissers2; Hal Alper1; Joel F 
Moxley1; Gregory Stephanopoulos1; Charles L Cooney1; 
1Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA; 
2Waters Corporation, Milford, MA 
NUCLEIC ACIDS I 
WP 438 Comparing Collision Induced Dissociation and Electron 
Capture Dissociation for the Sequencing of 
Peptide:Oligonucleotide Heteroconjugates; Kady Krivos; 
Larry  Sallans; Patrick A Limbach; University of Cinicinnati, 
Cincinnati, OH 
WP 439 Characterization of Nucleic Acid Secondary Structure by 
Gas-phase H/D Exchange in a Q-FT-ICR Mass 
Spectrometer; Jingjie Mo; Kristina Håkansson; University 
of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 
WP 440 Identification of Crosslinked DNA/Acridine Mustard 
Adducts by IRMPD-MS; Sarah E. Pierce1; Suncerae I. 
Smith1; Lynn Guziec2; Frank S. Guziec, Jr. 2; Jennifer S. 
Brodbelt1; 1University of Texas-Austin, Austin, TX; 
2Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX 
WP 441 Global Quantification of Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) by 
their Signature Digestion Products using Stable Isotope 
Labeling and MALDI-MS; Mahmud Hossain; Patrick A. 
Limbach; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 
WP 442 Identification of Oligonucleotide-Peptide Cross-links 
using Mass Defect Scans; Soheil Pourshahian; Patrick A 
Limbach; University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 
WP 443 Gas-Phase Stability of G-quadruplex DNA Determined 
by Electrospray Ionization Tandem Mass Spectrometry 
and Molecular Dynamics Simulations; Carolyn Mazzitelli; 
Joseph Chipuk; Junmei Wang; Jennifer Brodbelt; The 
University of Texas, Austin, TX 
WP 444 Analysis of Antisense Oligonucleotides using Ion-Pair 
Reversed-Phase LC-UV-MS and Capillary Gel 
Electrophoresis; Jin Wu; Saima Syed; Robert Papp; Thanh 
H. Hoang; Camil Sayegh; Deborah Nicoll-Griffith; Kevin P. 
Bateman; Merck Frosst Centre for Therapeutic Research, 
Kirkland, Canada 
WP 445 Detection and Quantification of Methylation in Genomic 
DNA; Yuan Gao; Yinsheng Wang; University of California, 
Riverside, Riverside, CA 
WP 446 Quantitative analysis of DNA lesions Induced by 
Hydroxyl Radical at GC/GmC Sites using Ascorbic 
Acid/H2O2 and Cu (II) or Fe(II); Huachuan Cao; 
Yinsheng  Wang; University of California, Riverside, 
Riverside, CA 
WP 447 Impact of Cytosine Methylation on the Reactivity of 
Adjacent Guanines in DNA Evaluated by CAD and 
IRMPD; Suncerae Smith1; Wendy Marriner1; Frank 
Guziec2; Sean Kerwin1; Jennifer S.  Brodbelt1; 1University of 
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX; 2Southwestern University, 
Georgetown, TX 
WP 448 Determining Binding Affinity of Quadruplex Structures 
and Specific Metal Cations using ESI-MS; J. Micah 
Wilcox; Michael L. Gross; Washington University, St. Louis, 
MO 
WP 449 Unconventional Self-Assembled DNA Structures: 
Isoguanine Containing Pentaplexes and PNA/DNA 
Complexes for Sensing and Therapeutics; Carol E. Parr1; 
Sarah E. Pierce1; Suncerae I.  Smith1; Kerry Bruns2; 
Janarthanan Jayawickramarajah3; Jennifer S. Brodbelt1; 1The 
University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX; 2Southwestern 
University, Georgetown, TX; 3Yale University, New Haven , 
CT 
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WP 450 LC-MS/MS Analysis of Nanoparticle-induced Oxidative 
DNA Damage; Haizheng Hong; Yinsheng Wang; University 
of California at Riverside, Riverside, CA 
WP 451 The Effect of 6-thioguanine on the Methylation of 
Cytosine by Bacteria and Human Methyltransferases; 
Hongxia Wang; Yinsheng  Wang; University of California, 
Riverside, Riverside, CA 
WP 452 Quantitative Analysis of RNAs using Isotope Labeling 
and Data-Dependent LC-MS/MS; Colette Castleberry; 
Larry Sallans; Patrick A Limbach; University of Cincinnati, 
Cincinnati, OH 
WP 453 Title: Probing the Conformations of the 5’-UTR 
Riboswitch of HIV-1 using Crosslinking Reagents and 
ESI-FTICR Mass Spectrometry; Dong Yang; Daniele 
Fabris; University of Maryland, Baltimore County, 
Baltimore, MD 
WP 454 Identifying Post-translational and Post-transcriptional 
Modifications which affect Ribosome Assembly; Rebecca 
Rohlfs; Patrick A Limbach; University of Cincinnati, 
Cincinnati, OH 
PROTEINS:  FOLDING 
WP 455 Exploring Trp-Cage Configurations both in the Dry and 
when Wet; Perdita Barran; Jason Kalapothakis ; Claire 
MacMillan; Bryan McCullough; The University of 
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, 
WP 456 Using Mass Spectrometry-Based Hydrogen/Deuterium 
Exchange for the Optimization of Protein Constructs in 
NMR Structure Determination ; Seema Sharma; Haiyan 
Zheng; Li-chung Ma; Janet Huang; Peter Lobel; Gaetano T. 
Montelione; CABM, Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 
WP 457 Signal Response of Co-Existing Protein Conformers in 
Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Mark C. 
Kuprowski; Lars Konermann; University of Western 
Ontario, London, CANADA 
WP 458 The First Step of Hen Egg White Lysozyme Fibrillation, 
Irreversible Partial Unfolding, Studied by ESI MS; Ming 
Xu2; Viktor A. Shashilov2; Vladimir V. Ermolenkov2; Laura  
Fredriksen2; Igor K. Lednev2; Dmitri Zagorevski1; 
1Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY; 2University at 
Albany, SUNY, Albany, NY 
WP 459 The Structure of Human Prion Protein Amyloid Fibrils 
Determined by Hydrogen Exchange-mass Spectrometry; 
Xiaojun Lu; Patrick L. Wintrode; Witold K. Surewicz; Case 
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH 
WP 460 Protein Folding Studied by ESI-MS: Insights into the 
Relationship between Protein Conformation and Charge 
State Distribution from Molecular Dynamics 
Simulations; Lars Konermann; University of Western 
Ontario, London, Canada 
WP 461 Mechanism of the Insertion of Bilayer Membrane by 
Melittin; Kazumi Saikusa; Graduate school of science, 
Hiroshima University, Higashihiroshima, Japan 
WP 462 Probing the Gas Phase Folding Kinetics of Peptide Ions 
by IR Activated DR-ECD; Cheng Lin; JASON J. 
Cournoyer; Peter B. O'Connor; Boston University, Boston, 
MA 
WP 463 Temperature-Dependent Hydrogen/Deuterium Exchange 
is an Indispensible Tool for Characterizing ALS Mutant 
SOD1 Proteins; Armando Durazo1; Bryan F. Shaw2; Kym 
F. Faull1; Julian P. Whitelegge1; Joan S. Valentine1; 1UCLA, 
Los Angeles, CA; 2Harvard, Cambridge, MA 
WP 464 Ex Vivo Analysis of Protein-Ligand Binding Interactions 
in Cellular Pathways using SUPREX; Petra L. Roulhac1; 
Katherine D.  Weaver1; Timothy A.  Mietzner2; Cynthia N.  
Cornelissen3; Alvin L.  Crumbliss1; Michael C.  Fitzgerald1; 
1Duke University, Durham, NC; 2University of Pittsburgh, 
Pittsburgh, PA; 3Virginia Commonwealth University, 
Richmond, VA 
PROTEOMICS:  BIOCHEMISTRY 
WP 465 Protein Profilings in Mouse Liver Regeneration after 
Partial Hepatectomy using iTRAQ Technology; Ming-
Fong Chang; Hui-Chu Hsieh; Yi-Ting  Chen; See-Chang 
Huang; Tzu-Ling  Tseng; Sung-fang Chen; Industrial 
Technology Research Institute, Chutung, Taiwan 
WP 466 ITRAQ Analysis of Macrophage Response to QS 
Molecules; Srinivas Iyer1; Rashi Iyer1; Rebecca Martin1; 
Sanjeev  Bhardwaj2; James E Carlson3; 1LANL, Los Alamos, 
NM; 2Merck Research Laboratory, west point, PA; 3Applied 
Biosystems, Framingham, MA 
WP 467 Tracking the Endocytotic Pathway Through Quantitaive 
Proteomics; Gregg Czerwieniec; Fannie W. Chen; Yiannis 
A. Ioannou; Rong Wang; Mount Sinai School of Medicine, 
New York, NY 
WP 468 Amino Acid Starvation-Induced Changes in the Cellular 
Proteome; Anders Riis Kristensen1; Joern Dengjel1; Soeren 
Gade1; Maria Hoyer-Hansen2; Marja Jaattela2; Jens S 
Andersen1; 1CEBI, University of Southern Denmark, Odense, 
Denmark; 2Danish Cancer Society, Copenhagen, Denmark 
WP 469 Investigation the Role of Glycosylation on the Self-
assembly of Human Serum Amyloid P using Mass 
Spectrometry; Jiaxi  Wang; Gina  Dimopoulos-Italiano; 
Brian  McCarry ; M. Kirk  Green; MRCMS, McMaster 
University, Hamilton, Canada 
WP 470 The Gram-positive Ribosomal Proteome; William 
Running; James P. Reilly; Indiana University, Bloomington, 
IN 
WP 471 Investigation of the Norway Spruce Proteome following 
Elicitation With Chitosan, a Fungal Cell Wall Derivative; 
Dustin N Lippert1; Michael Phillips2; Cristoph Borchers3; 
Jonathan Gershenzon2; Joerg Bohlmann1; 1University of 
British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada; 2Max Planck 
Institute for Chemical Ecology, Jena, Germany; 3UVic-
GenomeBC Proteomics Centre, Victoria, Canada 
WP 472 On the Influence of Calcium and Recoverin on 
Rhodopsin Phosphorylation in Mice Retinas; Junhua Wei; 
James B. Hurley; University of Washington, Biochemistry 
Department, Seattle, WA 
WP 473 In-solution Isoelectric-focussing as an Effective Pre-
fractionation Strategy for Haemozoin Containment and 
High Resolution Gel-Based Analyses of the Plasmodium 
Falciparum  Proteome; Niroshini Nirmalan; Fiona Flett; 
Tom  Skinner; Paul Sims; John Hyde; Manchester 
Interdisciplinary Biocentre, University, United Kingdom 
WP 474 Quantitative Proteomics of Mouse Embryonic Stem 
Cells: Conditions for effective SILAC Labeling; Johannes 
Graumann1; Jeong Beom Kim2; Kinarm Ko2; Nina Hubner1; 
Markus Moser1; Hans Schoeler2; Matthias Mann1; 1Max-
Planck-Institute for Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany; 
2Max-Planck-Institute for Molecular Biomedicine, Muenster, 
Germany 
WP 475 Following the Dynamics of the Cop9/Signalosome 
Interactome using MRM; Brett Larsen1; Steve Tate2; 
Lionel Pintard1; Marcia Roy1; David Cox2; Eva Duchoslav2; 
Chris Lock2; Mike Tyers1; 1Samuel Lunenfeld Research 
Institute, Toronto, Canada; 2Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex, 
Concord, Canada 
WP 476 Exploring the Acting Mechanism of Nitric Oxide by 
Proteomic Study using in vitro Cell Cultures as a Model 
System; Yi-Ju Chen1; Wei-Chi Ku3; Ming-Li Tsai4; Wen-
Feng Liaw4; Yu-Ju Chen2; 1National Chung Hsing 
University, Taichung, Taiwan; 2Institute of Chemistry, 
Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan; 3CBMB, TIGP, Academia 
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Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan; 4National Tsing-Hua University, 
Hsinchu, Taiwan 
WP 477 An ESI-FTICR Assay of HIV-1 reverse Transcriptase 
Activity to Screen for Uncompetitive Enzyme Inhibitors; 
Olesya Chornoguz1; Kevin B. Turner1; Hye Young Yi-
Brunozzi2; Jennifer T. MIller2; Stuart F.J. Le Grice2; Daniele 
Fabris1; 1University of Maryland Baltimore County, 
Baltimore, MD; 2NCI, National Insitute of Health, 
Fredererick, Maryland 
WP 478 Tandem Affinity Purification and Proteomics to Identify 
Activin Receptor Signal Transduction and Crosstalk; 
Karsten Schmidt; William Low; Wolfgang H. Fischer; Salk 
Institute, La Jolla, CA 
WP 479 FT-ICR MS Proteomic Analysis of Endogenous TAP-
tagged CTCF Transcription Factor Complexes; Matthew 
B. Renfrow; Yi-Shin  Lai; Monica W. Stinnett; LeeAnn J. 
Boerma; Chia-Wei Chang; Greg Bowersock; Tim M. 
Townes; University of Alabama at Birmingham, 
Birmingham, AL 
WP 480 Tandem Mass Spectrometry for Measuring Changes in 
Interacting Proteins in the Proteasome Upon Exposure to 
Ethanol; Sara Bassilian1; Fawzia Bardag-Gorce2; Barbara 
French2; Samuel  French2; Julian Whitelegge1; 1The Pasarow 
Mass Spectrometry Laboratory, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA; 
2LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, Torrance, CA 
WP 481 Dramatic Down-regulation of Oxidoreductases in Human 
Hepatocellular Carcinoma HepG2 Cells: Proteomics and 
Bioinformatics Unveiling New Frontiers in Disease 
Enzymology; Lambert C. Ngoka; Virginia Commonwealth 
Univ., Richmond, VA 
WP 482 Identification of AP-4 Complex as Potential 
Transcriptional Regulator of Mdm2 by Quantitative 
Proteomic Approach; Wei-chi Ku1; Hsin-Hung Huang2; 
Yi-Ju Chen3; Yu-Ju Chen2; 1CBMB, TIGP, Academia Sinica, 
Taipei, Taiwan; 2Institute of Chemistry, Academia Sinica, 
Taipei, Taiwan; 3National Chung-Hsing University,  
Taichung, Taiwan 
PROTEOMICS:  CANCER BIOMARKERS I 
WP 483 Online Multidimensional LCn-nESI-QqTOF-MS-MS 
Analysis for Novel Protein Biomarkers in Prostate 
Cancer using Multi-phasic Capillary Chromatographic 
Chemistries; Spiros D. Garbis1; Theodoros  Roumeliotis1; 
Panagiotis  Zerefos1; Stavros I.  Tyritzis2; Kitty Pavlakis3; 
Antonia Vlahou1; Sophia  Kossida1; Stavros Vourekas2; 
Constantinos A.  Constantinides2; 1Academy of Athens - 
Biomedical Foundation, Athens, Greece; 2Department of 
Urology, Athens University Medical S, Athens, Greece; 
3Department of Pathology, Athens University Medical, 
Athens, Greece 
WP 484 Cancer Biomarker Discovery via Low Molecular Weight 
Serum Proteome Profiling – Where is the Tumor? Paul 
Auger; Michael T. Davis; Chris Spahr; Scott D. Patterson; 
Amgen, Inc., Thousand Oaks, CA 
WP 485 Protein Signature Predicts Response to Chemotherapy in 
Patients with High-Grade Glioma; Michael L. 
Edgeworth1; Sarah A. Schwartz2; Sara L. Frappier1; Deming 
Mi1; Reid C. Thompson1; Richard M. Caprioli1; 1Vanderbilt 
University Medical Center, Nashville, TN; 2Midwest 
Research Institute, Kansas City, MO 
WP 486 Differential Expression of Specific Proteolytic Albumin 
Fragments in Serum Samples of Prostate Carcinoma 
Patients with Metastases; Lennard Dekker1; Peter  
Burgers1; Angelique  van Rijswijk1; Mark Titulaer1; Rainer 
Bischoff2; Guido Jenster1; Chris Bangma1; Theo Luider1; 
1Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2University of 
Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands 
WP 487 Body Fluid Proteomics for Oral Cancer Biomarker 
Discovery; Shen Hu; Martha  Arellano-Garcia; Pinmanee  
Boontheung; Joseph Loo; David Wong; University of 
California, Los Angeles, CA 
WP 488 Quantitative Proteomic Evaluation of Protein 
Abundance via Metabolic Labeling across Multiple 
Tissues in the ApcMin Mouse Model for Colorectal 
Cancer; Edward L. Huttlin; Adrian D.  Hegeman; Xiaodi 
Chen; Gregory A.  Barrett-Wilt; Amy C. Harms; William F. 
Dove; Michael R. Sussman; University of Wisconsin- 
Madison, Madison, WI 
WP 489 Identification of Urinary Biomarkers for Bladder 
Cancer; Lorne  Budman1; Jordan  Steinberg1; Robert  
Masse2; David  Blank3; Hugh  PJ Bennett4; Bernard  F 
Gibbs4; 1Dept. of Urology, Montreal General Hospital, 
MUHC, Montreal, Canada; 2MDS Pharma Services, 
Montreal, Canada; 3Royal Victoria Hospital, MUHC, 
Montreal, Canada; 4Sheldon Biotechnology Center, McGill 
University, Montreal, Canada 
WP 490 High Throughput Absolute Quantitation of the 
Expression and Modification Level of Proteins Involved 
in Signaling Pathways by iMASS2 Assay ; Jian Jiang; 
Carol E.  Parker; Katherine A.  Hoadley; Charles M.  Perou; 
Christoph H.  Borchers; UNC-Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 
WP 491 Proteomic Profiling of Bronchoalveolar Lavage Fluid 
(BALF) As a Biofluid for the Detection of Lung Cancer; 
David E. Malehorn2; Talal El-Hefnawy1; Rodney J.  
Landreneau3; James D. Luketich3; Mai Sun1; Naftali 
Kaminski1; Ivan O.  Rosas1; Jill M. Siegfried1; William L.  
Bigbee2; 1University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh , PA; 2Clinical 
Proteomics Facility, Univ Pittsburgh Canc Inst, Pittsburgh, 
PA; 3Heart, Lung, and Esophageal Surgery Institute, 
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh PA 
WP 492 Indole-3-carbinol Inhibits 4-(Methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-
pyridyl)-1-butanone Plus Benzo[a]pyrene-Induced Lung 
Tumorigenesis in A/J Mice and Modulates Carcinogen-
Induced Alterations in Protein Expression; Lorraine B. 
Anderson; Fekadu  Kassie; Robyn Scherber; Nanxiong Yu; 
David  Lahti; Pramod Upadhyaya; Stephen S Hecht; 
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 
WP 493 Identification of Differentially Abundant Proteins in 
Cancer Murine Subjects using the Corra Label-Free LC-
MS Proteomics Platform; Simon Letarte1; Mi-Youn 
Brusniak1; Alexander Schmidt2; Hollis Lau1; David 
Campbell1; Lukas Mueller2; Olga Vitek3; James Eddes1; 
Julian Watts1; Ruedi Aebersold1; 1Institute for Systems 
Biology, Seattle, WA; 2Institute for Molecular Systems 
Biology, Zurich, Switzerland; 3Purdue University, Lafayette, 
IL 
WP 494 Characterization of Urinary proteome with Bladder 
Cancer from a Blackfoot Disease Endemic Area in 
Taiwan; Yu-Chang Tyan; How-Ran  Guo; Lia-Beng  Tan; 
Pao-Chi  Liao; National Cheng Kung University, Tainan, 
Taiwan 
WP 495 Probe the Altered Balance of Cysteine Proteases and 
Cystatins in Cancer using Quantitative Intact-Protein 
Analysis System (IPAS); Hong Wang; Sharon  Pitteri; Vitor 
Faca; Jason Struthers; Qing Zhang; Sam Hanash; PHS, Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA 
WP 496 Differential Proteomic Characterization of B Cell 
Proliferative States: Analysis of Tumor-specific and 
Proliferation-specific Proteomes in Normal and 
Malignant B Cells; Paul B. Romesser1; David H.  Perlman2; 
Anupama  Sinha3; Mark E. McComb2; Douglas V.  Faller3; 
Catherine E.  Costello2; Gerald V. Denis3; 1Boston 
University School of Medicine, Boston, MA; 2BUSM Center 
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for Biological Mass Spectrometry, Boston, MA; 3BUSM 
Cancer Research Center, Boston, MA 
WP 497 A Combined Proteomic and Lipidomic Investigation of 
Glioblastoma Multiforme Cell Lines Treated with Wild-
type p53 and Cytotoxic Chemotherapy; Carol Nilsson1; 
Charles Conrad2; Mark R. Emmett1; Huan He1; Huimin 
Zhang1; Alan G. Marshall1; 1Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, FL; 2M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, 
Texas 
WP 498 Altered Glycolysis Pathways in Liver Cancer Revealed 
by Quantitative Proteomics; Heyi Yang; Rong Wang; 
Mount Siani School of Medicine, New York , NY 
WP 499 Identification of Candidate Biomarkers of Hepatocellular 
Carcinoma using a GeLCMS Based Tissue-to-Plasma 
Strategy; Sheeno Thyparambil2; Richard C. Jones1; Ricky 
D. Edmondson1; 1National Center for Toxicological 
Research, Jefferson, AR; 2University of Arkansas for 
Medical Sciences, Little Rock, AR 
WP 500 Activation of PI3K/AKT Pathway: A Proteomic 
Signature for Hepatic Metastasis of Colorectal Cancer; 
Bin Kang1; Chunyi Hao2; Jun Zhang1; Rui Xing1; Siqi Liu1; 
Youyong Lu2; 1Beijing Genomics Institute,CAS, Beijing, 
China; 2Beijing Institute for Cancer Research, Beijing, 
China 
WP 501 Differential Analysis of Proteasome Complexes and 
Proteomes from Human Leukemic Cells at Different 
Stages of Differentiation; Mariette Matondo1; Sandrine 
Uttenweiler-Joseph1; Marie-Pierre Bousquet-Dubouch1; 
Stephane Manenti2; Bernard Monsarrat1; Odile Burlet-
Schiltz1; 1IPBS-CNRS UMR5089, Toulouse, France; 
2INSERM U563, Toulouse, France 
WP 502 Novel Microfluidic Strategies for Proteomic Profiling of 
Cancerous Cell Extracts; Iulia M. Lazar; Jenny M.  
Armenta; Abdulilah A. Dawoud; Xu Yang; Virginia 
Bioinformatics Institute, Blacksburg, VA 
PROTEOMICS:  NEW & IMPROVED METHODS III 
WP 503 A Quality Score for Product Ion Spectra in Proteomics: 
How to Teach an Expert System with Minimal Manual 
Input; Thomas Koenig1; Bjoern H. Menze2; Marc Kirchner2; 
Kenneth C. Parker1; Flavio Monigatti1; Thomas Patterson1; 
Judith Steen1; Fred A. Hamprecht2; Hanno Steen1; 
1Children's Hospital Boston, Boston, MA; 2Interdisciplinary 
Center for Scientific Computing, Heidelberg, Germany 
WP 504 Proteomics as a Complementary Tool for Genome 
Annotation Thanks to MS/MS Data Searches in 
Unannotated Genome Sequences; Christine Carapito1; 
Michael Heymann4; Sébastien Gallien1; Christine Schaeffer1; 
François Delalande1; Emmanuel Perrodou2; Odile 
Lecompte2; Caroline Deshayes3; Jean-Marc Reyrat3; Olivier 
Poch2; Daniel Muller4; Evelyne Turlin5; Marie-Claire Lett4; 
Philippe Bertin4; Alain Van Dorsselaer1; 1IPHC-DSA, 
LSMBO, ULP-CNRS (UMR7178), Strasbourg, France; 
2IGBMC, Biologie et Génomique Structurales, Strasbourg, 
France; 3Inserm-UMR 570, Paris, France; 4Génétique 
moléculaire,Génomique,ULP-CNRS(UMR 7156), 
Strasbourg, France; 5Institut Pasteur, URA 2171 CNRS, 
Paris, France 
WP 505 Qcal- A Novel Standard for Assessing Instrument 
Conditions for Proteome Analysis; Claire E Eyers1; 
Hannah Johnson1; Deborah M Simpson2; Stephen Wong1; 
Robert J Beynon2; Simon J Gaskell1; 1University of 
Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom; 2University of 
Liverpool, Liverpool, United Kingdom 
WP 506 Optimized Trap and Elute Strategies Combined with 
nanoLC/MS/MS and InfusionMS/MS for Identification 
of Proteins Separated by 2-Dimensional Gel 
Electrophoresis; Simon J. Prosser1; Reinaldo Almeida2; 
Mark Allen2; Daniel J. Eikel1; Gary A. Schultz1; 1Advion 
BioSystems, Ithaca, NY; 2Advion Ltd, Norwich, UK 
WP 507 Proteomic Analysis of Adipose Tissue using Detergent-
Free Protein Extraction by Pressure Cycling and High 
Resolution Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Alexander V. 
Lazarev1; Gary Smejkal1; Ilyana Romanovsky1; Haiming 
Cao2; Gökhan Hotamisligil2; Alexander R. Ivanov2; 
1Pressure BioSciences, Inc., Woburn, MA; 2Harvard School 
of Public Health, Boston, MA 
WP 508 Screening of Functionalized Gold Nanoparticles (AuNPs) 
for their Ability to Function as Concentrating Agents for 
Peptides; Benjamin Vanderpuije; Gang  Han; Vincent M.  
Rotello; Richard W.  Vachet; University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, Amherst, MA 
WP 509 Using Size-Labels to Sort Phosphopeptides and Count 
Phosphates; Xudong Yao; University of Connecticut, Storrs, 
CT 
WP 510 Advantages of a New Proteomic Approach that Uses 
Accurate Mass Measurements, LC Retention Time, 
Isoelectric Point and Dual Enzymatic Digestion; 
Konstantinos Petritis1; Anoop M. Mayampurath1; NavDeep  
Jaitly1; Matthew E.  Monroe1; Nikola  Tolic1; John  
Fjeldsted23; Bryan  Miller23; Tom  Vandegoor23; Patrick  
Hoerth23; Paul  Goodley23; Richard D.  Smith1; 1Pacific 
Northwest Nat'l Laboratory, Richland, WA; 2Agilent 
Technologies, Santa Clara, WA; 3Agilent Technologies, 
Waldbronn, Germany 
WP 511 Proteomic Experiments with an Ion Trap – Time-of-
Flight (IT-TOF) MS utilizing a Nanointerface; Joy M. 
Ginter; Joseph P Fox; Nishimura Masayuki; Shimadzu 
Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD 
WP 512 Electrocapture-Based Sample Preparation for ESI-MS 
Analysis of Polypeptides; Susanne Vollmer1; 
Mohammadreza Shariatgorji2; Tomas Bergman1;  Leopold 
Ilag 2; Hans Jörnvall1; Juan Astorga-Wells1; 1Karolinska 
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Stockholm University, 
Stockholm, Sweden 
WP 513 Simultaneous Quantitation of Several HIV Antiretroviral 
Drugs in Human Plasma by LC Tandem MS; David  
Blank1; Brian  Gilfix1; Marcos Di Falco2; Leonid  Kriazhev2; 
Benoit  Houle2; Mike  Aguiar3; Hugh  PJ Bennett3; Bernard 
F Gibbs3; 1Royal Victoria Hospital, MUHC, McGill U, 
Montreal, Canada; 2Genome Quebec, McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada; 3Sheldon Biotechnology Center, McGill 
U, Montreal, Canada 
WP 514 Decoy Strategy Applied to a Multi-Workflow Proteomic 
Approach; Ulrike Schweiger-Hufnagel1; Peter Hufnagel1; 
Gerhard Körting2; Stephanie Hahner1; Markus Lubeck1; 
Detlev Suckau1; 1Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, 
Germany; 2Protagen AG, Dortmund, Germany 
WP 515 Data Mining Synechocystis Shotgun Proteomics 
Experiments using a Robust Data Management System 
in Combination with a Novel Automated Analysis 
Pipeline; Kevin Jones1; Phil Wright3; Mark Pitman2; 
1Genologics, Victoria, BC, Canada; 2Proteome Software, 
Portland, OR; 3University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK 
WP 516 A Novel Fused-core Silica Particle Based Nanobore 
Column for Ultra-high Performance Nanoelectrospray 
Mass Spectrometry; Robert Moody1; Gary A. Valaskovic2; 
Mike S. Lee3; 1MAC-MOD Analytical, Chadds Ford, 
Pennsylvania; 2New Objective, Inc., Woburn, MA; 
3Milestone Development Services, Newtown, PA 
WP 517 Parallel Affinity-Based Sample Preparation for Rapid 
and Reproducible MS Based Protein Analysis; Johan 
Ohman; Ola Ronn; Matilda Almstedt; GE Healthcare Bio-
Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden 
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WP 518 Protein Identification by Retention-time Prediction, High 
Precision HPLC, and Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron 
Resonance Mass Spectrometry; J. Larry Campbell1; Sean 
C. Bendall1; Zheng Ye1; Paula P. Pittock1; Hongfeng Yin2; 
Kevin Killeen2; Reid Brennen2; Victor Spicer3; Oleg 
Krokhin3; Gilles A. Lajoie1; 1University of Western Ontario, 
London, ON, Canada; 2Agilent Laboratories, Santa Clara, 
CA,; 3University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MN, Canada 
WP 519 Applications of Mascot and ProteinPilot Database 
Searching Tools for Enhanced Data Validation in 
Shotgun Proteomic Analysis of Streptomyces scabies; 
Sheng Zhang1; David  Schneider2; Madhumita Joshi3; Robert 
Sherwood1; Sabine  Baumgart1; Rosemary Loria3; 
1Proteomics Core Facility, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY; 
2US Plant Soil and Nutrition Laboratory, Ithaca, NY; 3Plant 
Pathology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
WP 520 Quantitation of Nitrosourea Anticancer Drugs and their 
Derivatives by Liquid Chromatography with Tandem 
Mass Spectrometry; Bertrand  Jean-Claude1; Marcos  Di 
Falco2; Leonid  Kriazhev2; Benoit  Houle2; David  Blank1; 
Robert  Masse3; Bernard  F Gibbs4; Hugh  PJ Bennett4; 
1Royal Victoria Hospital, MUHC, Montreal, Canada; 
2Genome Quebec, McGill University, Montreal, Canada; 
3MDS Pharma Services, Montreal, Canada; 4Sheldon 
Biotechnology Center, McGill U, Montreal, Canada 
WP 521 Optimizing Data Collection of Shotgun Proteomics 
Datasets on an LTQ-Orbitrap; Stephane Houel; University 
of Colorado at Boulder, Boulder, CO 
WP 522 Improved Peptide Isoelectric Point Prediction in 
Proteomics:  Separating the Wheat from the Chaff; 
James L. Stephenson, Jr; Benjamin J. Cargile; Maureen K. 
Bunger; Joel R. Sevinsky; Research Triangle Institute, 
Research Triangle Park, NC 
PROTEOMICS:  PHOSPHORYLATION 
WP 523 Isolation and Identification of Phosphopeptides by 
Combining Strong Cationic Exchange and Hydrophilic 
Interaction Chromatography; A. Jimmy Ytterberg; Rachel 
R.  Ogorzalek Loo; Pinmanee  Boontheung; Joseph A.  Loo; 
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 
WP 524 Application of Ion Chromatography for Mass 
Spectrometry Analysis of Human srGAP Proteins 
Phosphorylation; Andrei Starostine; Ivan Blasutig; Vivian 
Nguyen; Anthony Pawson; Mount Sinai Hospital, Toronto, 
Canada 
WP 525 Proteomics Characterization of Oncogenic Kinase 
Inhibitors; Yi Zhang; Jianming Zhang; Nathanael S. Gray; 
Jarrod A. Marto; Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, MA 
WP 526 Optimized Phosphoproteomic Analysis to Probe 
Differential Stimulation of Hippocampal Slices; Mark O 
Collins; Marcelo P Coba; Lu Yu; Sajani Swamy; Seth G 
Grant; Jyoti S Choudhary; The Wellcome Trust Sanger 
Institute, Hinxton, United Kingdom 
WP 527 Developing Soluble Dendritic Polymers For Quantitative 
Phosphoproteome; Minjie Guo; Judith  Mikolajczak; Jacob  
Galan; W. A.  Tao; Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 
WP 528 Tissue Proteomics: Characterization of cyclin E1 and 
cyclin D1 multiprotein complexes derived from primary 
tissue by LC-MS/MS; Yasmine  Ndassa-Colday1; Junko  
Odajima2; Frederic Bienvenu2; Manor Askenazi2; Siwanon 
Jirawatnotai2; Peter Sicinski2; Jarrod Marto2; 1Harvard 
University, Cambridge, MA; 2Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, 
Boston, MA 
WP 529 Deciphering Subcellular Phosphoproteome using Fully-
automatic and Online Two-dimensional Liquid 
Chromatography Mass Spectrometry Based on pH 
Continuous Gradient Strong Anion Exchange; Rong 
Zeng; Jie  Dai; Su-Jun Li; Chia-Hui Shieh; Liu-Ya Tang; 
Song Nie; Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences, 
Shanghai, China 
WP 530 Characterization of the Phosphorylation Events Involved 
in the Interleukin-1 beta Signalling Pathway in 
Pancreatic Beta Cells; Kasper Engholm-Keller1; Flemming 
Pociot2; Allan E. Karlsen3; Martin R. Larsen1; 1University of 
Southern Denmark, Odense, Denmark; 2Steno Diabetes 
Center, Copenhagen, Denmark; 3Novo Nordisk, 
Copenhagen, Denmark 
WP 531 Analysis of Murine Embryonic Stem Cell Self-renewal 
Pathways using Quantitative Phosphoproteomics; Yu 
Lu1; Manor Askenazi1; Thorsten M.  Schlaeger3; Yi Zhang1; 
John Chance Luckey2; Jarrod A. Marto1; 1Dana-Farber 
Cancer Inst, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA; 
2Brigham and Women's Hospital, HMS, Boston, MA; 
3Children's Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA 
WP 532 Fractionation of Phosphopeptides using Titanium 
Dioxide Chromatography with pH Gradient Elution; 
Chong-Feng Xu; Thomas A. Neubert; NYU Medical Center, 
New York, NY 
WP 533 A Proteomics Analysis of Phosphoproteins Regulated by 
PPP Family Ser/Thr Phosphatases; Hemalatha 
Jayachandran1; Feng  Yang3; Navdeep Jaitly3; Quanzhou  
Luo3; Marina Gristenko3; David J. Anderson3; Rui Zhang3; 
Samuel O. Purvine3; Ronald J. Moore3; Heather M. Mottaz3; 
Mary S. Lipton3; David G. Camp, II3; Harold R.  Udseth3; 
Richard D. Smith3; Sandra Rossie1; 1Department of 
Biochemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN; 
2Purdue Cancer Center, West Lafayette, IN; 3Biological 
Sciences Division, PNNL, Richland, WA 
WP 534 Highly Specific Enrichment for Phosphoproteom 
Profiling by On-Line Immobilized Metal Affinity 
Chromatography; Chia-Feng Tsai1; Jia-Wei Dai2; Hsin-
Hung Huang2; Yet-Ran Chen2; Yu-Ju Chen2; 1National 
Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Institute of 
Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan 
WP 535 A Proteomic Screen for Host Cell Proteins Interacting 
with Tyrosine Phosphorylated Bacterial Toxins; Matthias 
Selbach1; Patrick Guye2; Sabine Brandt3; Steffen Backert3; 
Christoph Dehio2; Matthias Mann1; 1Max Planck Institute of 
Biochemistry, Munich, Germany; 2Biozentrum, University of 
Basel, Basel, Switzerland; 3University of Magdeburg, 
Magdeburg, Germany 
WP 536 Towards Simplification of the Phosphoproteome : 
Hydrophilic-Interaction Chromatography (HILIC) as a 
Prefractionation Technique for Improving Global 
Phosphopeptide Isolation and Detection; Dean E. 
McNulty; Roland S. Annan; GlaxoSmithKline, King of 
Prussia, PA 
WP 537 Identification of potential Mitogen Activated Protein 
Kinase effectors in T-Cell Receptor Signaling by 
Phosphoproteomics; Viveka Mayya; Deborah H. Lundgren; 
Sun-Il Hwang; David K. Han; University of Connecticut 
Health Center, Farmington, CT 
WP 538 Probing the Signaling Pathways of Self-renewal Through 
Comprehensive Phosphoproteome Analyses of Leukemic 
Hematopoietic Stem Cells; Maria  Marcantonio; Matthias 
Trost; Amelie Faubert; Christelle Pomies; Guy Sauvageau; 
Pierre Thibault; IRIC, University of Montreal, Montreal, 
Canada 
PROTEOMICS:  QUANTITATION TECHNIQUES I 
WP 539 Comparative Analysis of Non-Labeling and iTRAQ 
Based Methods for Protein Quantification in the MCF7 
Cell Line using 2DLC/MS/MS; Jenny M Armenta1; Yang 
Xu1; Abdulilah A Dawoud1; Iulia M Lazar1; 1Virginia 
Bioinformatics Institute, Blacksburg, VA; 2Virginia 
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Polytechnic Institute and State Universit, Blacksburg, 
Virginia 
WP 540 A Quantitative Approach to LC-MS/MS Proteomic 
Analysis in a Complex Mixture using Lysozyme as an 
Internal Standard; Benjamin Mann; Indiana University, 
Bloomington, IN 
WP 541 Development of a Microfluidic Chip Coupled with 
MALDI-TOF MS for Fast Sample Preparation in 
Proteomics; Jeonghoon Lee; Harrison  Musyimi; Steven A. 
Soper; Kermit K. Murray; Louisiana State University, Baton 
Rouge, LA 
WP 542 Capillary Liquid Chromatography Combined with 
Nanospray Mass Spectrometry to Obtain Label Free 
Quantification Data; Tony Tegeler; Kerry Bemis; Jinsam 
You; Jean-Pierre Wery; INCAPS, Indianapolis, IN 
WP 543 ICPL Labeling in Functional Proteomics Experiments: 
Substrate Identification of the Extracellular Protease 
ADAMTS1 using SDS-PAGE LC-MS/MS; Francesc 
Canals1; Nuria Colomé1; Joan J. Bech-Serra1; Juan Carlos 
Rodríguez-Manzaneque1; Wolfgang Jabs2; Markus Lubeck2; 
Carsten Baessmann2; Detlev Suckau2; 1Vall d’Hebron Uni. 
Hospital Research Institut, Barcelona, Spain; 2Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany 
WP 544 A Novel Stable Isotope Labeling for Quantitative 
Proteomics; Xiaoyan Liu; Jianjun Zhai; Zhenyu Huang; 
Haining Zhu; University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 
WP 545 Targeted Quantitative Protein Analysis in Human 
Plasma using High Resolution Selected Reaction 
Monitoring Assays on a Triple Quadrupole Mass 
Spectometer; Reiko Kiyonami; Ken  Miller; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, San Jose, CA 
WP 546 Label-free Quantitation of Proteins in the Nucleus 
Accumbens of Rats Following Administration of Growth 
Hormone; John Flensburg1; Jenny Samskog1; Madeleine Le 
Grevès2; 1GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden; 2Uppsala 
University, Uppsala , Sweden 
WP 547 Evaluation of Label-free LC-MS/MS Quantitative 
Analysis for Plasma Biomarker Discovery and Validation 
using a Three-dimensional Protein Profiling Strategy; 
Hsin-yao Tang1; Lynn A. Echan1; Tony Chang-Wong1; 
Cindy L.  Chepanoske2; Eric Y. Chan2; Susana Guedes2; 
Andrew D. Keller2; Lee Weng2; David W. Speicher1; 1The 
Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, PA; 2Rosetta Biosoftware, 
Seattle, WA 
WP 548 A Proteomic Method for Characterizing Changes in 
Plasma Samples Incurred by Processing Methods; Fanyu 
Meng; Yi Du; James Loderstedt; Robert E. Settlage; Nathan 
A. Yates; Ronald C. Hendrickson; Merck Research Labs, 
Merck & Co., Inc, Rahway, NJ 
WP 549 Quantitative Proteomic Profiling of the Ubiquitin-
Proteasome System in in vitro and in vivo Models of 
Neurodegenerative Disease; Thomas A. Shaler1; Eric J. 
Bennett2; B. Woodman3; Gillian P. Bates3; Howard  
Schulman1; Ron R. Kopito2; Cristopher H. Becker1; 1PPD, 
Menlo Park, CA; 2Stanford University, Stanford, CA; 3GKT 
School of Medicine, King's College, London, UK 
WP 550 Absolute Quantification of the Uridine Diphosphate 
Glucuronosyl Transferase (UGT) Enzyme Isoforms 1A1 
and 1A6 By Tandem LC-MS; John K Fallon1; David E 
Harbourt1; Saber H Maleki2; Philip C Smith1; 1School of 
Pharmacy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599; 2Panacos Pharmaceuticals Inc., Gaithersburg, MD 
20877 
WP 551 Multiplex Labeling and Mass Spectrometry Analysis 
Reveals Differential Protein Expression of Human Skin 
Fibroblasts in Response to Different Ionizing Radiations; 
Yu-chun Du1; Tiao Zhang1; Sheng Gu3; Xian Chen2; 1Los 
Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM; 2University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC; 3Biogen 
Idec, Cambridge, MA 
WP 552 Comparing Protein and Peptide Identifications from 
MARS-depleted Mouse Plasma using Reversed-phase 
LC-MS/MS with and without Prior Strong Cation 
exchange fractionation; Regine Schoenherr1; Jeffrey 
Whiteaker1; Li-chia Feng1; Jeffrey Patterson1; John Keane1; 
Pei Wang1; Lei Zhao1; Travis Lorentzen1; Brian Piening1; 
Karen Spratt1; Y. Heidi Zhang2; Amanda Paulovich1; 1Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, Seattle, WA; 2Amgen, 
Thousand Oaks, CA 
WP 553 Improved Data Analysis Coverage through the Use of 
FTMS, ITMS, and ITMS/MS: Label-free Analysis of 
HIV-1 Infection Model; Eric Chan1; Jennifer N Sutton2; 
Lee Weng3; Amol Prakash2; Leo E Bonilla2; Michael G 
Katze1; 1University of Washington, Seattle, WA; 2Thermo 
BRIMS Center, Cambridge, MA; 3Rosetta Biosoftware, 
Seattle, WA 
WP 554 Optimization of iTRAQ Quantitation for Differential 
Proteomics in Mice; Linhong Jing1; Li Zhou1; Maria E. 
Warren1; Yan Wu1; Nedyalka Dicheva1; David Robinette1; 
Viorel Mocanu1; Carol E. Parker1; David Seo2; Geoff 
Ginsberg2; Debra Schwinn2; Xian Chen1; 1University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC; 2Duke University, 
Durham, NC 
WP 555 Label-free Proteomics: A Robust Tool for Quantitative 
Proteome Analysis; Barbara Sitek1; Daniel  Chamrad2; 
Marina  Behrens3; Klaus  Jung1; Gereon  Poschmann1; 
Martin  Blüggel2; Carsten  Bäßmann3; Helmut E.  Meyer1; 
Kai  Stühler1; 1Medizinisches Proteom-Center, Bochum, 
Germany; 2Protagen AG, Dortmund, Germany; 3Bruker 
Daltonik GmbH, Bremen, Germany 
WP 556 Quantitative Proteomics of Bronchoalveolar Lavage 
Fluid using Off Gel Electrophoresis and LC/Quadrupole 
Time of Flight MS; Alexander B. Schilling1; Tina Purnat1; 
Manu  Jain2; Simon Lin2; Christine Miller3; Dayin Lin3; 
1University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL; 
2Northwestern University, Evanston, IL; 3Agilent 
Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA 
QUANTITATION:  METHODS & APPLICATIONS 
WP 557 A Ring Trial Test of Nicotine Uptake Determinations by 
Multiple Laboratories; Gary D. Byrd; Michael W. Ogden; 
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, NC 
WP 558 Choice of Regression Type to Cover Extended Dynamic 
Range in LC-MS and LC-MS/MS Bioanalysis: Linear 
With-Dilution versus Quadratic No-Dilution; Troy 
Bradley; Cynthia S.  Côté; Jean-Nicholas  Mess; Sylvain 
Latour; Dominique Guillet; Fabio Garofolo; Algorithme 
Pharma Inc., Laval (Montreal), QC, Canada 
WP 559 Post-Column Infusion Profile Convolution: A Robust 
and Universal Method for Quantifying Ionization Matrix 
Effects; Zhenmin Liang; Sazzad Hussain; Surendra  Bansal; 
Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc., Nutley, NJ 
WP 560 Trace Level Determination of Trichloroethylene in 
Biological Samples by Headspace Solid Phase 
Microextraction Gas Chromatography-Mass 
Spectrometry; Yongzhen Liu; James V Bruckner; Michael 
G Bartlett; University of Georgia, Athens, GA 
WP 561 Trace Analysis of Polymers in Protein Products 
Alternative LC-MS/MS (SRM) Approach; Mandana 
Keykhosravani; Amareth Lim; Jeff Patrick; Bryan  Harmon; 
Eli Lilly And Company, Indianapolis, IN 
WP 562 Matrix Effects in Quantitative LC/MS Methods:  The 
Effect of Co-injecting Various Matrix Amounts; David N.  
Heller; Hemakanthi de Alwis; FDA/CVM, Laurel, MD 
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WP 563 A Comparison of Matrix Effects with Standard and 
Modified ESI Probes; Steve Bajic; Gareth Hammond; 
Waters Corporation, Manchester, United Kingdom 
WP 564 Quantitative Assay of Sudan azo-dyes in Food matrixes 
by Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass Spectrometry 
and Isotope Dilution; Fabio Mazzotti; Leonardo  Di Donna; 
Loredana  Maiuolo; Anna  Napoli; Raffaele Salerno; 
Giovanni Sindona; Università della Calabria Dipartimento 
di Chimica, Rende, Italy 
WP 565 The Case for a Gain-Calibrated Detection System; Jeff 
Kernan; Jim Foote; Tom Doherty; Agilent Technologies, 
Santa Clara, CA 
WP 566 Exploiting Analyte-Induced Ion Suppression of a Co-
eluting Internal Standard to Enhance Calibration Curve 
linearity; Garnet McRae; Miles Webb; Nishi  Gill; Rahul 
Vohra; Painceptor Pharma Corp., Ottawa, Canada 
WP 567 Measurement of Water Soluble B Vitamins in Infant 
Formula by Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry (LC/MS/MS); Min Huang; Doug Winters; 
Covance Laboratories, Inc, Madison, WI 
WP 568 MALDI-TOF Quantitative Analysis on Binary Mixtures 
of Fullerenes and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons; 
Anna Cristadoro; Hans Joachim Räder; Klaus Müllen; Max 
PLanck Institute for Polymer Research, Mainz, Germany 
WP 569 A Novel Quantitation Method for Increasing the 
Sensitivity and Robustness of an LC/MS/MS 
Bioanalytical Assay; Eryn K. Snowden-Rawley1; Mauro 
Aiello, Ph.D. 2; 1Applied Biosystems, Framingham, MA; 
2Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex, Concord, Ontario, Canada 
WP 570 Rapid Full-scan TOF Quantitation Methods Utilizing the 
Improved Dynamic Range of a Qtof Mass Spectrometer; 
April L. Smith; Jeffrey D. Miller; Anthony J. Romanelli; 
Applied Biosystems, Framingham, MA 
WP 571 Matrix Effects in the Analysis of Basic Compounds in 
Biomatrices by ES+ LC/MS/MS as a Function of Mobile 
Phase pH; Liming Peng; Tivadar Farkas; Lawrence Loo; 
Phenomenex Inc., Torrance, CA 
WP 572 Simultaneous Quantitation of Carotenoids by LC-
MS/MS in Foods and Supplements; Miwako Kondo1; Li 
Yang2; Zijia Zhang2; Zhengtao Wang2; Xianguo Zhao1; 
1Brunswick Laboratories, Norton, MA; 2R&D Centre for 
Standardization of Chinese Medicine, Shanghai, P.R. China 
 
 
THURSDAY POSTERS 
APPI 
ThP 004 Role of Non-Ionizing Photon Absorption in the Observed 
Mass Spectra Produced by an Atmospheric Pressure 
Photoionization – LCMS Source; Rob O'Brien1; Amanda  
Furgeson1; David Arkinstall1; 1UBC Okanagan, Kelowna, 
Canada; 2Okanagan Regional Chemical Analysis Centre, 
Kelowna, Canada 
ThP 005 Electron Capture-Atmospheric Pressure Photoionization 
Mass Spectrometry: Analysis of Fullerenes, 
Perfluorinated Compounds, and Pentafluorobenzyl 
Derivatives; Liguo Song; Amber D Wellman; Huifang Yao; 
Jamie Adcock; University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 
ThP 006 Cluster Size-Distributions at Liquid Surface and In 
Vapor Observed for Pure Alcohols and Alkanes by 
Liquid Ionization Mass Spectrometry; Masahiko 
Tsuchiya1; Yasuo Shida2; Haruhiko Fukaya2; Masaki  
Shinoyama3; Shoichi Okouchi3; 1Yokohama National 
University, Yokohama, Japan; 2Toyaku University, Tokyo, 
Japan; 3Hosei Univesity, Tokyo, Japan 
ThP 007 Collisionally-Induced Dissociation of Propionitrile under 
APPI Mass Spectrometry:  Evidence of an 
Intramolecular 1,3-Hydrogen Shift and Hydrogen 
Migration; Patrick  Jeanville2; Lauren Elizabeth  J-Rivera2; 
Colizza Kevin1; Amin Kamel1; 1Pfizer, Inc., Groton, CT; 
2Thermo Electron Corporation, West Palm Beach, FL 
ThP 008 Determination of the Distribution of Ion Acceptance 
(DIA) of Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Sources; 
Walter Wissdorf; Matthias Lorenz; Klaus J Brockmann; 
Oliver J Schmitz; Sigmar Gaeb; Thorsten Benter; University 
of Wuppertal, Wuppertal, Germany 
ThP 009 Quantitation of 8-Hydroxydeoxyguanosine in DNA by 
Liquid Chromatography-Positive Atmospheric Pressure 
Photoionization Tandem Mass Spectrometry; Fagen 
Zhang; William T. Stott; Amy J. Clark; Joy J. Grundy; 
Melissa R. Schisler; B. Bhaskar Gollapudi; Michael J. 
Bartels; The Dow Chemical Company, Midland, MI 
ThP 010 Atmospheric Pressure Photoionization of Peptides; 
Alexandre J. Giuliani1; Aicha Bagag2; Olivier Laprevote2; 
1Synchrotron Soleil, Gif-sur-Yvette, France; 2CNRS-ICSN, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, France 
ThP 011 Comparison of Atmospheric Pressure Ionization (API) 
Techniques for the Analysis of Organophosphorus 
Compounds; Peter L Kelsey; Bart A O'Brien; Midwest 
Research Institute, Kansas City, MO 
INSTRUMENTATION:  ION SOURCES II 
ThP 012 Calibrant and Reagent Ion Introduction for Mass 
Spectrometry; Bradley B. Schneider; Thomas R. Covey; 
MDS Sciex, Concord, CANADA 
ThP 013 Detecting Compounds of Dissimilar Ionization Using 
Dual Source Ionization for Increased Throughput; Holly 
Shackman; Shimadzu Scientific, Columbia, MD 
ThP 014 Electrospray Ionization Hybridized with Laser 
Desorption, Pyrolysis, Thermal Evaporation, and 
Pneumatic Nebulization for Gaseous, Microdroplet, 
Liquid, and Solid Sample Analyses; Lian-Chun Chen; 
Cha-Chun Liou; Min-Zong Huang; Jentaie Shiea; National 
Sun Yat-Sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
ThP 015 Asymmetric Steady-State Dual Nanospray Ion Source: A 
New Method to Introduce a Second Nanospray Ion Beam 
without Signal Loss; Nicolas L. Young1; Micheal C. Sisto2; 
Meggie N. Young3; Patrick G. Grant1; David W. Killilea4; 
LaTasha LaMotte2; Kuang Jen J. Wu1; Carlito B. Lebrilla1; 
1Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA; 
2University of California, Davis, Davis, CA; 3Drexel 
University, College of Medicine, Philadelphia, PA; 
4Children’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute, Oakland, 
CA 
ThP 016 Complementing Novel Ionization Techniques with 
Voltage-Assisted Hydrodynamic Devices by Optimizing 
Physiochemical Parameters to Efficiently Sample 
Biological Specimens; Robert B. Dixon; Xudong Xiao; Jack 
R. Edwards; Adam M. Hawkridge; David C. Muddiman; 
North Carolina State University, Raleigh NC, NC 
ThP 017 Evaluation of Taylor-Cone Stability and Spray-Mode 
Dynamics using Fused-Silica Nanospray Emitters with 
Hydrophobic Coatings; Jeffrey Wynn; Christopher J. 
Toher; Gary A. Valaskovic; New Objective Inc, Woburn, MA 
ThP 018 Unique Fragmentation Pathways Observed in Corona 
Discharge Electrochemical/Electrospary Ionization 
(ECI/ESI) MS; John Lloyd1; Sonja Hess2; 1NIH, Bethesda, 
MD; 2California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 
 
